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Garretson refers to breast cancer
as 'most emotional malignancy'
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
Staff Writer
Randy Herndon has found
success in teaching.
In fact, his
colleagues and
former
students think he
is an inspirational
role
model to his
students and
that is why he
was nominated
the
Herndon
for
"LifeChanger
of the Year" award recently.
LifeChanger of the Year is a
program funded and run by the
National Life Group and the
National
Life
Group
Foundation. Herndon is one of
the two teachers that have been
nominated in the state of
Kentucky for the 2015-16
school year.
"LifeChanger of the Year is
open to any educators or school
employees who have made a
positive difference (in student's
lives)," Mallorie Manosh,director of corporate marketing initiatives and communications of
the National Life Group. said.

•See Page 2

MAAR Die Buz Ozzy
For I received from the Lord
what I also passed on to you:
The Lord Jesus, on the night
he was betrayed, took bread,
and when he had given
thanks, he broke it and said,
"This is my body, which is for
you; do this in remembrance
of me,"
1 Corinthians 11:23-24
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Dems host circuitlodge candidates
By MORGAN WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Calloway County
Democratic Party hosted a
forum for the candidates running for circuit court judge in
Kentucky's 42nd District.
The circuit court judge
position is nonpartisan but
the three candidates, all registered Democrats, seemed
to feel quite at home during
their appearance at the
Democratic headquarters.
They are seeking to fill the
position being left vacant by
the retirement of longtime
Judge Dennis Foust.
The topic that led the
night's discussion was the
court's treatment of mental
health and substance abuse
issues.
An audience member
posed the question, "What
are some remedies regarding
the rehabilitation of substance abuse and mental
health cases?"
"The practical answer is
that it's tough because the
criminal justice system wasn't meant to rehabilitate,"
said Jamie Jameson,a public
advocate in Calloway and
Marshall counties. "But as a

MORGAN WILLIAMS / Ledger & Times

MI See Page 5

Dottie Lyons, Democratic Party representative for the Calloway County Board of Elections, left, speaks with the 42nd Judicial
Circuit Court Judge candidates, from second left, Jeff Edwards, Randall Hutchens and Jamie Jameson, Tuesday evening following a debate forum at the Democrats' headquarters in downtown Murray.
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Pottertown
Road crash
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger &
Times

A car is shown after it
crashed into a tree
Wednesday afternoon
along Pottertown Road
east of Murray. At least
one person was being
treated at the scene inside
an ambulance, but it is not
known if the ambulance
took the person to a hospital. Emergency vehicles
did block traffic for a short
time.

Shoe Sensation signage
issue leads BZA business
By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
Staff Writer
A banner hanging outside of the Shoe Sensation retait
store led the company to have to request a dimensionat
variance from the City of Murray Board of Zoning
•
Adjustments Wednesday.
City Planner Candace Dowdy told the seven-membec
board panel that the store says it did not know that it was.
breaking any rules by hanging a temporary sign announcing special sales.
Shoe Sensation - located in the Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center on 12th Street in Murray - did not have a permit to

See Page 5
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Dr. Loreta Garretson, a local oncologist, speaks during last
week's annual Breast Cancer Awareness Luncheon at
Murray State University.

Dr. Loreta Garretson is still just a few weeks
into her tenure as an oncologist in Murray.
However, while the location is different - she
arrived from New Jersey - the issues of the day
stay the same. With this month being October,the
ailment at the top of her list and those of other
people of her profession is breast cancer, being
this is Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
So, last week, for a luncheon at Murray State
University devoted to this subject, an audience of
more than 100, nearly half of which are either

breast cancer survivors or currently are in treatment for the disease, Garretson, now at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, told about the view
from her position when it comes to this disease.
She started quickly.
"Let me first say that I hope I never have to meet
any of you on a professional level," she said,
going into why.
"It is the most emotional malignancy I have to
treat, and by that I mean about who it impacts. A
female is expected to be strong and continue
going even when she doesn't feel well. However,
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•Herndon, LifeChanger...

WEATHER

Tom

TOMORROW

79

79

55

Daily Forecast
ilss National Maarlimbs
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 79. South wind 3 to
5 mph.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 55.
Light southeast wind.
Friday: A 20 percent
chance of showers after 1
p.m. Partly sunny, with a high
near 79. Southeast wind 3 to 8
mph.
Friday Night: A 40 percent
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 62.

Southeast wind 3 to 7 mph.
Saturday: Showers likely
and possibly a thunderstorm.
Cloudy, with a high near 71.
South southwest wind 7 to 9
mph. Chance of precipitation is
70 percent.
Saturday Night: Showers
likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Cloudy, with a low
around 56. South southwest
wind around 6 mph becoming
north after midnight. Chance of
precipitation is 70 percent.
Sunday: A chance of showers. Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 67. North northeast wind
around 7 mph.
Sunday Night: A slight
chance of showers. Mostly
Cloudy, with a low around 51.
Northeast wind around 6 mph.
Monday: A chance of showers. Partly sunny, with a high
near 68. East northeast wind 5
to 7 mph.
Monday Night: A chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 53. East northeast
wind around 5 mph.

Garretson...
reported sensitivity of 88.9 percent for diagnosing Invasive
when she gets sick, it just Lobular Carcinoma, which he
shakes the ground. Everything said is one of the toughest ailin a family just stops.
ments to diagnose in its earliest
"It's just different."
stages.
Garretson said she is very
MCCH says that these techmuch hoping that a campaign in nologies increase breast cancer
which MCCH is currently detection rates from 1.2 percent
engaged called Beeause She to 8.2 percent.
Matters will cause a spark in the
"Anytime you see new things
community that will result in appear in the pipeline that can
strong response financially. This help detect things earlier, well,
campaign is aiming to raise this becomes a very happy field
$900,000 with the goal being
of medicine," Garretson said.
for MCCH to obtain two "And we do have a lot of develadvanced breast cancer imaging
oped treatments now that are
technologies.
better than what we had before.
The first phase in this cam"What we know now is that
paign is raising $500,000 for there is more sensitive equiptomosynthesis, a process Dr. ment out there now to find small
Robin Floyd, a radiologist at lesions before. As an oncologist,
MCCH, described to the lunch- what I want most is to be able to
eon audience as a "better mam- have things found early enough
mogram."The second phase will that you can have your surgery
focus on obtaining molecular and that I can tell you when it's
breast imaging technologies, over that you don't need
which he described as "a Pet chemotherapy because the
scan."
lesion was found in time.
He also referred to a magazine
"I hope to be a happy oncoloarticle showing MBI produced a gist." IIII

From Front

From Front

Photo provided

Herndon has been a television and video
production teacher at Calloway County
High School for four years. Prior to that, he
taught TV production at Graves County for
22 years.
His wife, Jill, also teaches at Calloway as
an English teacher. Jill said she found out
about the contest through school principal
Randy McCallon.
"We often get notices from the principal
about different things. I remember(he noted
that) surely someone in the school wa.s
deserving of the honor," she said.
"I immediately thought of (Randy), not
because he's my husband but that over the
last 25 years I've watched the impact he's
had on his students."
She said her husband is humble, so much
so that when his senior class students last
year made him a video, he was surprised
and touched.
"The TV crew at the end of the year put
together a video to show him what he has
meant to them; what his class has done for
them and how he had challenged them," she
said.
"He has changed the lives of his students."
Logan Fry,a freshman broadcasting major
with a concentration in television and film
production at Western Kentucky University
in Bowing Green, was one of his students at
Calloway in the video production program.
"I met Mr. Herndon my sophomore year
of high school when he migrated from
Graves County. I was a student in the first
class he taught at Calloway and remained in
his classes through the end of my time at
CCHS," Fry said. "Mr. Herndon played a
huge role in my development in high
school. He went beyond what was required
of him as a teacher. Often he would invest
long hours after school with the LakerTV
and Calloway Live staff members to ensure
their success as top-tier students,"
Fry said Herndon inspired him in many
ways.
"Beyond the classroom he served as a second father to a lot of us. I cannot specifical-

Calloway
County
High Schooi
Principal
Randy
McCallon,
left, hands
a certificate
to teacher
Randy
Herndon
that signifies
Herndon as
being a
nominee for
2015
LifeChanger
of the Year
Award.

y name what quality made him a father figure, but there was always a feeling of reliability with him. When we had a rough day,
week, month, he understood. He could help
us out of the rut we were stuck in and put us
back in a positive mood which spread to the
others in our class," he said.
Herndon said he was surprised by the
nomination.
"Honestly, I am humbled. The best thing
that has come out of this is that several of
my former students have posted very kind
things (on the LifeChanger website)," he
said.
He said the comments online were positive.
"It's good to know that I did make a difference, a positive difference," Herndon
said.
McCallon said Herndon is the type of

teacher all schools want to have working at
their schools.
"To me,this is the type of award that gets
to the root of what we strive to do at
Calloway County High School; change
lives and make a lasting (positive) impact,"
he said.
Fry said he is one of the former students
that feels the positive impact from having
Herndon as a teacher.
"Seeing him nominated for this award
makes me very happy. I can think of no one
better to receive it," Fry said.
"He is long due for some recognition for
his hard work,dedication and impact on his
students."
LifeChanger awards will be announced in
the spring. For more information, visit
https://lifechangeroftheyeamominees.com.
•

Lane restriction takes effect today on Eggners Ferry Bridge
Special to The Ledger
contractor for
the
A
Transportation
Kentucky
Cabinet plans to restrict traffic
to one lane on the U.S. 68/KY
80 Eggners Ferry Bridge
between Aurora and Fenton
today.
The bridge carries 68/80
across Kentucky Lake between

Marshall and Trigg counties
currently and is in the process
of being replaced by a new
structure nearby.
This lane restriction starting
at about 3:30 p.m.today, is to
facilitate pouring of concrete
for construction of a cap on
Pier 5 of the new bridge. This
lane restriction with alternating

flow controlled by naggers is
expected to be in place for
about 10-12 hours.
This concrete pour requires
one lane traffic on the existing
bridge to allow deliveries of
concrete to the construction
site for the new bridge.
Motorists should use appropriate caution where equip-

ment, flaggers, and construction personnel are along the
roadway in close proximity to
traffic flow. Some delays are
possible in the work zone during the movement and placement of equipment.
For more information on the
Lake Bridges Project go to
www.lakebridges.com.
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Sat, Oct.24•10 a.m. - Noon

Sat, Oct. 24• 1 p.m. -3 p.m.

opr 4,
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Rare Find! 4 bedroom home with 3.5 baths with a
2 story entrance. Master located on main level, 3/4
bedrooms on second floor with 2 baths. Home features new HVAC, new stainless appliances. Great
mud room. Space over garage needs drywall and
floonng for an extra 615 sf.( wired, has some lighting) Great deck, mature trees, great pnvacy, pool.
Priced at i99,9o0 MLS #83152

/
Karol Udes
270-293.3011

Sat, Oct.24•1 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Terrific 4 bedroom home in a nice subdivision. The upstairs is multi-purpose space.
Could be a 4th bedroom or bonus room. New
H/A unit upstairs. Open living area offers
spacious living, dining, and eating areas. The
nice deck in the rear overlooks the large back Krim, Thompson
yard. Priced at $199,000 MLS *83881
270-293.2841

Sat, Oct. 24•1 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Ar9111111111PP

Updated & Ready For You To Enjoy' New 4 ton Energy Star gas pack was installed in Dec 2014 Remodeled
kitchen with new cabinets, granite counter tops, t0e backsplash, ole floor, & stainless steel appliances Updated
hardwood floors downstairs Remodeled master BR bath
Roof shingles were replaced 4 years ago Tray ceiling &
gas log fireplace 113 living room 3 bedrooms & 2 baths
down Bedroorn. bonus room, craft roorn & bath up lathy loliperid
Raised patio & lower stone patio with built-in gas gn11 270-752-0709
adds to outdoor life. Priced at $294,00) MLS 952362

We wish Lucille Wofford
a Happy 104th Birthday
on Oct. 23!
1505 SerApium VIEW Ds.•

CL)
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k
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4

This well-maintained custom built home features a
one level floor plan with spacious rooms and great
closet space! Plenty of possibilities for living spaces
with 4 bedrooms and 2
bathrooms. Numerous
windows and a covered back porch overlook the
trees in the back yard. Beautiful landscaping frames
Wooldridge
the home nicely Priced at $269,900 MLS #8247I Mary
270-2934015

Sat,Od.24•1 p.m. 3 p.m.

Sun,Oct.25•1 p.m.-3 p.m.

Well-maintained and move-in read:: 4 bedroom home In
Murray This home features 2.193 square feet of living
area along with a great plan and large formal living room.
den grith gas log furplace, dovmstairs master bedroorn
and two large upstairs bedrooms and bathroom Located
on a quiet street close to medical facilities, restaurants
and shopping Large fenced back yard with patio and out- Mai /append
building 1 Year HSA Home Warranty Provided by Seller' 370-213-3471
Pnced at 149 'It MLS 081468

Otanimaling Spring Creek Odra bane. Great living areas make this perfect for comfortable living. Master bath
has been completely remodeled with tile walk-in shower,
double vanities and garden tub Updated hardwood,fresh
paint, granite counter tops and tile back splash in kitchen
and wet bar and new sliding doors across back of house
all add style Two fireplaces in LR and MBA, walk-in
closets in all bedrooms, large pantry and great storage Lathy[opera
Two staircases, one from kitchen to family room add 270-7514709
flow. Pnced at $349 '1 1 Is1LS #1114062
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Photo provided

Calloway
County
High School
Principal
Randy
McCallon,
left, hands
a certificate
to teacher
Randy
Herndon
that signifies
Herndon as
being a
nominee for
2015
LifeChanger
cif the Year
Award.
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Special to the Ledger
Graves County native and
resident Lyn Warner takes readers on an underwater adventure
in her second children's book,
Seaweed Noodle Soup.
The book tells how one little
girl must convince her mother
that not all sea life is food. As
the girl and her mother discuss
healthy eating, the girl morphs
into a mermaid and her colorful
journey begins.
Seaweed Noodle Soup was
illustrated by marine wildlife
artist Amber M. Moran, who

Bv Sandy t ititt
Guest Wt tlet

Capote
by Gerald Clarke
CCPL's Book to Movie Book Club October
selection, Capote by Gerald Clarke, gives readers a true to life look at Truman Capote, a creative genius with a penchant for self-destructive
behavior.
Capote realized at a very young age that he
was meant to be a writer and he began honing his
craft. He gained celebrity for his short stories as
a teenager and enjoyed a writing career that
spanned 30 years.
His most famous works include his first novel
Other Voices, Other Rooms; Breakfast at
Tiffany's and In Cold Blood.
Gerald Clarke's Capote was first published in
1988 and is based on hundreds of hours of interviews, with Capote himself, as well as interviews with nearly everyone who knew him.
Clarke is an outstanding biographer who
writes with honesty and compassion, giving
readers an up close and personal look into the
iconic Capote.
At first glance a biography of over 600 pages
about Capote may seem a bit daunting but from
page one Clarke captures readers with one fascinating Capote story after another. Capote's fixation with the Kansas murders, which inspired the
book In Cold Blood, is particularly interesting.
Clarke writes that in November 1959, Capote
read a New York Times article about the murders
of wealthy Kansas wheat farmer, Herbert
Clutter, his wife Bonnie and two of their four
children, Nancy and Kenyon in Holcomb,
Kansas.
He immediately felt compelled to write about
the tragedy and quickly talked his editor at The
New Yorker into sending him to Holcomb to
write a story about the murders and how the
murders had affected the small community.
After asking his friend. Harper Lee to accompany him, the two travelled to Kansas. What is
meant to be a short magazine piece grows into a
full length book.
The trauma of researching and writing In Cold
Blood took a tremendous toll on Capote and
soon sent him into a losing battle with drugs and
alcohol.

Kr ds Thompson
110-193.1841

i

The film adaptation of Capote focuses on the
writing and research of In Cold Blood and the
effect that it has on him. The movie, released in
2005, was directed by Bennett Miller and starred
Phillip Seymour Hoffman.
Catherine Keener, Chris Cooper, Mark
Pellegrino and Clifton Collins Jr. co-starred with
Hoffman.
Hoffman was awarded the Los Angeles Film
Critics Award as Best Actor and the 2006 Best
Actor Oscar for his role as Capote.
Both the book and film versions of Capote are
highly recommended for Truman Capote fans.
Clarke is the author of Get Happy: The Life of
Judy Garland and editor of Too Brief a Treat:
The Letters of Truman Capote. He has written
for numerous magazines and was a senior writer
at Time for many years.
To learn more about CCPL book clubs, events
and resources, visit the library at 710 Main
Street, Murray, KY or online at www.callowaycountylibrary.org.
CCPL Book to Movie Book Club October
Selection

McDowell.
Special to the Ledger
Through her Make It Real exhibit, she intends
Jessye McDowell's digital art exhibit, Make It
Real, will come to Murray State University's to speak to society's level of involvement with
Mary Ed Mecoy Hall Gallery in the Fine Arts technology as it relates to nature.
"While technological advancement continues
building.
The exhibit will run until Nov. 13. Admission to inspire utopian optimism, our lived realities
— infused with our digital existences — are
is free and open to the public.
McDowell is a current teacher at Auburn often characterized by a pervasive alienation,
University in Alabama. Her work, as it appears and we tend to idealize a 'natural,' more real
in this exhibit, is a series of landscape-based way of life that we imagine we've left behind,"
compositions created with 3D modeling soft- she said.
"This ambivalence gives way to a simultaneware.
"Although the work 'reads' as photography, ous pleasure in the excesses of today,longing for
suggesting physical models or dioramas,there is an intangible authenticity of yesterday, and hope
in fact no original referent; the images are creat- for a future perfected by technology."
The Mary Ed Mecoy Hall and the Clara M.
ed entirely within the digital environment.
Drawing upon the history of landscape painting, Eagle Galleries are open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m
in particular Albert Bierstadt and the Hudson and are located on the sixth floor of the Price
River School,the images combine familiar land- Doyle Fine Arts Building.
For more information,contact the Office of Art
scape elements — lakes, mountains, trees —
with materials and palettes that are recognizably and Design at msu.art@murraystate.edu or call
'unnatural,' plastic, and manufactured," said 270-809-3784.0

A KENTUCKY COLONEL
IN WAGNER LAND
by Kenneth Tucker

Miry Wool**
170-193-1045

Illustrated by Marie Dolchan

Lathy Koppers'
170-7524709

1222

Available in bookstores
including the Murray
State Bookstore and
Ebook version
will be available Soon.

ocean in person on an adventure
and give them a glimpse of the
beauty the ocean contains.
Amber captured that beauty in
her illustrations," Warner said.
The Bookmark in Murray will
host a book signing from noon
to 2 p.m. on Oct. 24.
Hardcover copies of Seaweed
Noodle Soup will be available
for the first time in any store
Also available will be paperback copies and paperback and
hardcover copies of Warner's
first release. Spiders in the
Snow/Land of the Eskimo. II

ROOTS concert to be held Nov. 17

Murray State welcomes exhibit

;p.m.

lives on
the
"Treasure
Coast" of
eastern
Florida.
After
Warner
viewed her
art
on
lnstagram
she knew
Moran was
the artist to
bring her book to life.
"I wanted to take children
who have never experienced the

After his adventures in other dimensions b
on Arthurian legend and H. Rider Haggar.
Africa, Hal Morgan finds himself hurled in
an alternate reality based upon the operas
of Richard Wagner.There Hal must locate
stolen Ring of the Nibelungs and return it to
the Rhine Maidens, before its curse can destr.
him. Along the way he must contend with
treacherous nobles,gnomes,giants,z
witches,a dragon,the Fying Dutch ma
Vallcyries, and Norse gods.To defeat his
enemies, Hal mustjoin with Wagnerian heroe
such as Siegfried and Lohengrin to confront a
enemy from his past.Will Hal be reunited with
Glorinda? Will he fail in his mission and cause
the cave in of dimensions, so that Kentuc
will be invaded by flying dragons, sportive
elves and greedy goblins preparing to ran
Fort Knox? Like the other books in this se
the finale abounds in high spirited adven
wild imagination, humor,farce, satire, and
dangerous swordplay.

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
departments of history will host
its sixth annual ROOTS Music
Concert at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 17 at
Lovett Auditorium.
There is no admission charge
for ROOTS 6 but attendees are
asked to bring a canned good
for Need Line.
As in the show's previous
years, ROOTS 6 will highlight
some of the world's greatest
musical traditions. These popular presentations are part of
public outreach — just one of
the many ways MSU gives back
to western Kentucky's regional
and local community, and are
organized by Ted Franklin
Belue, department of history.
"We've got a very strong lineup this year, one of the best
yet," Belue said. "The artists
are seasoned pros, their music
is
refreshingly
different,
informed by tradition but not
limited to it. We always have a
great show and it is great family entertainment. Best of all, it's
free and open to all the public."
Nashville's Gypsy Hombres
will kick off ROOTS 6, the
acoustic trio performing an
eclectic blend of Eastern
European and Third World
music that is both dazzling and
captivating. Led by violinist
and producer, Peter Hyrka, the
Hombres specialize in exotic
styles ranging from romantic
gypsy jazz to Gershwin,
Ellington, and Armstrong's
standards, deftly combining
classical sophistication with hot
improvisations.
Also appearing from Music
City will be the Vickie Vaughn
Band. Led
by
western
Kentucky's fastest-rising bluegrass artist and Belmont graduate, Vickie
Vaughn, in
September the group released
their newest cd-,'produced by
Grammy-winning
Rob
McCoury, featuring originals
from both Vaughn and her band.

The prestigious International
Bluegrass Music Association
recently nominated them for
Band of the Year. Members
Zach White (guitar), Maggie
Estes White (fiddle), Justin
Hiltner, and on mandolin,
Casey Campbell (whose late
father,Jimmy Campbell, played
fiddle for Bill Monroe and the
Blue Grass Boys), are stellar
musicians and songwriters in
their own right who have
appeared on the Grand Ole
Also performing at ROOTS 6
will be MSU student Emily
Duff,from Graves County. Duff

is the department of history's
student ambassador and sings
with the MSU Jazz Orchestra.
She will be doing traditional
standards and ballads, giving
them her own unique interpretation.
"We also have a few surprises
planned so I hope folks will
come out and support live
music in your community,"
Belue said.
The ROOTS 6 Music Concert
has no admission charge and all
the public is invited. Lovett
Auditorium will open at 7 p.m.
and the show will last about two
and a half hours. III

Bull Blowout
IXiI CENTER,
Murray, KY
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HELP WANTED
The Murray Ledger & Times'Printing and
Post Print Deportment is growing fast!
We are in need of the following positions:

PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a full-time position. Prefer
someone with experience with an offset printing press but will train
the right person.This is a midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long
Periods of time, able to (limb up and down ladders, able to lift pp to

POST-PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a part-time position with th oppui tonity to cito,v into foil-time position. This is a
midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long periods of time, able to
ift up to 25 lbs.

APPLY AT:
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071
OR SEND RESUME TO: dstom

murrayledger.com

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
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DATEBOOK
Praise in the Park scheduled

Datebook

A community non-denominational revival,
"Praise in the Park," will be held Saturday, Oct
24, from 6-10 p.m. at the Murray-Callowa
County Central Park Amphitheater. Admission
is free but can goods will be accepted to help
support Needline. Local praise bands, Kings
Sons, For Heavens Sake and Yours Truly will
perform. For more information, contact Ronnie
Burkeen at 270-293-2517 or email
rburkeen@murrayelectricrtet.

Martha
Finney Andrus,
Knit-wits will meet
Community
The Knit-wits group will meet Friday,Oct. 23
editor
at 1 p.m., in the Community Room of the
Calloway County Public Library. Knitters and
crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information call Da
at 270-293-5588.

Cloverbuds to meet Saturday
The 4-H Adventure and Outdoor Club for Cloverbuds is Saturday,
Oct. 24, from 10 a.m. until noon at the home of Gary and Linda
Wallis. All 5-8-year olds are welcome. Parents are encouraged to
attend with their children.

Homemaker's Poinsettia sale to begin

MSU Women's Chorus and Concert Choir

MSU Women's Chorus and Concert
Choir to present fall concert Sunday

0

Special to the Ledger
choir will add a small chamber orchestra and perform "Cantata 150"
The Murray State University Concert Choir and the newly formed by Johann Sebastian Bach. This short cantata is believed to have
Women's Choir will present a fall concert on Sunday, Oct. 25 at been a very early cantata in Bach's church music career. It includes
3:30 p.m. in historic Lovett Auditorium. The program will open seven movements,a Sinfonia, which serves as the introduction,four
with three selections by the Women's Chorus. In the first "Canticle choruses, a soprano aria and a lovely trio.
of the Spirit," Canadian composer Eleanor Daley sets a poem by the
The choir will conclude its program with several hymn settings by
medieval mystic Hildegard of Bingen. The Women's Choir contin- American composers including "No Time" by Susan Brumfield,
ues with "The Softness of my Mother's Hands" by John Starr "We Shall Walk Through the Valley in Peace," adapted by William
Alexander. The choir concludes with New Zealand composer David Appling,and "How Great Thou Art," arranged by Dan Forrest. Both
N. Childs setting of"Weep No More." The 28 voice women's cho- choirs are conducted by MSU Director of Choral Activities, Dr.
rus includes music majors and non-majors from several of the aca- Bradley Almquist. Ryan Knight serves as the choral graduate teachdemic colleges at Murray State University.
ing assistant with Brett Chittenden as the collaborative pianist.
The MSU Concert Choir, just back from a tour of Southwest Guest performers include Dr. John Dressler, organ, Joseph Ryker,
Missouri, will open their performance with "The Ground" from the bassoon,Laura Hill,cello, with Matthew Grammer and Ben Bollero
Sunrise Mass by Ola Gjeilo. Ryan Knight, graduate teaching assis- playing violin.
t'ant, will then conduct David Childs' setting of Sara Teasdale's
The concert is free and the public is invited.
' famous poem "I Am Not Yours." Following these two works, the

MVVC Alpha Dept. to sponsor
annual Adult Spetling Bee
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Special to the Ledger
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club announces
the seventh annual Murray Adult Spelling Bee and Silent Auction to
be held at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse on Monday,Oct. 26 at
6:30 p.m.
The entry fee is $30 for a team of three and admission if $1 for
those who want to come and enjoy the evening. There will be a $25
buyback for any team that goes out during the first,three rounds.
This will give them the opportunity to buy back into the competition.
Proceeds from this event will benefit the Calloway County Adult
Education and the Alpha Department's literacy projects.
For more information,contact Brenda Call at 270-753-7870.•

Alexander to present
readings at CCPL

ALL Trees &Shrubs
(cash & carry only)

Special to the Ledger
Constance Alexander, awardwinning writer, will present
readings from her prose and
poetry on Sunday, Nov. 1 at 2
p.m. in the community room of

"Rilistiraft ean644ill.nan, Erfseett4"
Open Monday-Saturday 9-5 • Closed Sunday
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the Calloway County Public
Library.
Entitled,
"Old,
New,
Borrowed and Blue," the program
couples
perennial
favorites from her newspaper
columns and other published
writings, with a preview of her
work-in-progress,"From Cradle
to Grace," a series of poems
about women and caregiving.
The highlight of the program
will be excerpts from her newest
book,"Sixty-Four Blue Letters,"
which tells interrelated stories
of members of the same high
school graduating class through
imagined inscriptions in a year
book. The voices of the homecoming queen, the class clown,
a star athlete, and others express
timeless teenage angst while
also examining complex feelings of grief and loss over the
death of a classmate.
Copies of Alexander's books
will be on sale following the
reading through the Murray
State University Bookstore.
For more information, go to
worw.constancealexander.com.•

Calloway County Homemakers have started their 24th annual
poinsettia sale. Plants are $8 for small and $20 for large and come
in several different colors. Contact a homemaker member,call the
Calloway County Extension Office at 270-753-1452 or Judy
Stabler at 270-753-7387 to order your plans now for the Christmas
season. Plants will arrive Dec. 3,at CLC of First United Methodist
Church and will be available for pick up after 1 p.m.Thursday,Dec.
3 and all day on Friday, Dec. 4.

Toy drive being held
The Red Hand Motorcycle Club of Murray is conducting its
annual Toy Run/Drive every weekend until Oct. 24, from 9 a.m.
until 6 p.m. in front of Big Lots on 12th Street. Toys and donations
will be gratefully accepted and will benefit the Western Kentucky
Foster Children's Association. Monday, Oct. 19 through Friday,
Oct. 23, the members will be at Big Lots from 3-7 pan, to accept
donations and toys. Toys should be new and unwrapped.

Empty Bowls Dinner to be at MAG
The Murray Art Guild will host the Empty Bowls Dinner on
Friday, Oct. 23, from 5-7 p.m. at the Guild, 500 North Fourth
Street. All proceeds from this event will benefit the Murray.
Calloway County Need Line. For information visit www.murrayartguild.org.

MCCP offering Trail of Treats
Civic organizations, church groups, businesses and others are
encouraged to participate in the Murray-Calloway County Parks
Trail of Treats to be held Saturday, Oct. 31, from 5-8 p.m. Your
group is responsible to bring candy and any needed tables. There
will be a optional theme contest with cash awards of $250,$150
and $100. The entry deadline is Friday, Oct., 23. Email
ajrouse@murray-ky.net or call 270-762-0325 for more information.

Fall Festival scheduled at Senior Center
The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Center will host a
Fall Festival on Saturday, Oct. 31,from 1-6 p.m. inside the Weaks
Community Building,607 Poplar. The doors will open for community members and families to play bingo and enjoy a chili/hot dog
meal. Bingo will be from 2:30-3:30 p.m. and the meal will be
served from 4-6 p.m. The meal is $5 per person. Call the Center at
270-753-0929 for reservations for the chili/hot dog meal. A handstitched quilt will be given away. Tickets for the quilt are $2 each
and 3 for $5. This is not a Halloween Trick or Treat event.

Goshen UMC to open food pantry
Goshen United Methodist Church will open their food/products
pantry on Saturday, Oct. 24,from 10 a.m. until noon and Tuesday,
Oct. 27 from 10 a.m. until noon. The church is located at 4726 KY
121 N in Stella.

4-H Horse Club will meet Saturday
The 4-H Horse Club, the Dusty Spurs, will meet Saturday, Oct.
24,to watch the Wranglers Riding Club show. Connie Talent is the
certified leader. For more information, call 270-293-2349.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.The public
is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 270-753-1834.

WA.T.C.H needs aluminum cans
The W.A.T.C.H Center, 702 Main Street, needs aluminum cans
for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any
time day or night seven days a week by driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them in
the cotton wagon.

4-H park clean-up to be Friday
The 4-H Pumpkin Painting and Park Clean-Up will be Friday,
Oct. 23,from 4-5:30 p.m. at the Courthouse Pavilion. A light snack
will be provided.

Downtown Saturday Market to be held
The Downtown Farmers Market is on the south side of Murray's
court square on Saturday mornings. Vendors will be offering home
grown vegetables and fruit along with farm raised meats, fresh
bread and baked goods, and handmade jewelry and textiles. For
vendor information, contact Murray Main Street, 270-759-9474.

Special Olympics Cheer meeting planned

The Murray-Calloway County Special Olympics is looking for
cheerleaders (ages 8-25) to be part of the Rockets Unified Cheer
Squad. The cheer squad will be competing in unified sports and is
co-ed and will compete from October until March. The squad will
join with cheerleaders from local school districts and Murray State
University to learn cheer and dance technique. Please attend a
meeting on Thursday, Oct. 29, at 5:30 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church gym.For more information,contact Laura Miller
at 270-293-9054 or email lmiller@soky.org.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
270.753.9994• www.sligproperty.corii
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Randy Hugh Brandon

Sara Marie Hall

Randy Hugh Brandon, 51, of Snellville, Georgia, formerly of
Sara Marie Hall, 72, of Murray, Kentucky, died Wednesday, Oct
Murray, Kentucky, died Sunday, Oct. 18, 2015 at his home.
21,2015 at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tennessee.
He was born June 25, 1964 in Murray, Kentucky.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
He was a maintenance technician for SRG Global. He retired
from Briggs and Stratton of Murray after 26 years of service. He
was a graduate of Calloway County High School and a member of Imogene Akers
Imogene Akers, 80, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday, Oct. 20,
the Ledbetter Baptist Church.
2015 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was preceded in death by his father, Hugh Brandon.
She was born Dec.8, 1934 in Big Rock,Virginia,
Mr. Brandon is survived by his wife, Amber Brandon of
to Roby and Bonnie Compton Perkins.
Snellville; three daughters, Jessica Connell and husband Derrick of
She was a member of Poplar Spring Baptist
Indianapolis, Indiana; Heather Zetterberg of Snellville and Emily
Church.
Fye and husband Austin of Reedsburg, Wisconsin; his mother,
She was preceded in death by her parents; her
Betty Cope Brandon of Murray; a brother, Darren Brandon of
husband,Phillip Lee Akers,to whom she was marMurray and two adoring grandchildren, Jacob and Elaine Connell,
ried July 26, 1952 in Boone County, West Virginia;
both of Indianapolis.
a son, Ronnie Dale Akers; six sisters, Letha,
A memorial service will be at 11 a.m., Saturday, Oct. 24,2015 at
Gladys, Joyce, Ethel, Lucille, Loraine and two
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Glenn Cope officiating.
brothers, Winfred and Jim.
Burial will follow in the Brooks Chapel Cemetery. Visitation will
Mrs. Akers is survived by a daughter, Joyce
Akers
be held Friday, Oct. 23, 2015 from 4-6 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill
Whitney and husband David of Murray; three sons,
Funeral Home.
'Phillip Akers and wife Eleanor of Morris, Illinois; Michael Akers of
Online condolences for the family can be left at www.thewife Cathy of Lake in the Hills, Illinois; Brian Akers and wife Anne
jhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
of Rolling Meadows, Illinois; two sisters, Virginia Pericins of
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Belvidere, Illinois and Myrania Dent of Madison, Ohio; a brother,
Ted Perkins and wife Gail of Mansfield,Tennessee; nine grandchilMatthew Dean Wardwell
dren, Cary Akers Smith, Lisa Akers, Jill Akers Ricketts, Tammy
Matthew Dean Wardwell, 16, of Murray, Kentucky died on
Akers, Shawn Akers, Phillip Akers, Candace Akers Utley, Aaron
Tuesday, Oct. 20, 2015 at his home.
Whitney, Sarah Whitney and 12 great-grandchildren.
He was born Aug. 5, 1999 in Hyannis, Massachusetts to Sandra
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 24,2015 at the
McCuiston Wardwell and the late Neal Wardwell.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, with Kerry
He was a student at Murray High School.
Lambert officiating. Burial will follow at the Barnett Cemetery.
Matthew is survived by his mother, Sandra McCuiston Wardwell
Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Friday, Oct. 23,2015 at the funeral
of Murray; his grandmother, Betty McCuiston of Murray; his
home.
grandfather, Wayne Wardwell and wife Janet of Massachusetts;
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St Jude Children's
cousin and caregiver, Michael Geurin of Murray; and several aunts
Research Hospital, PO Box 1000, Dept 142, Memphis,TN 38101and uncles.
9908.
Visitation will be from noon until 3 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 24,2015
Online condolences may be left at wwwimesflecom.
at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. No service is schedImes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge
uled.
of arrangements.•
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

RENT
IN.com

Smith Funeral Home. Smithland
Dr. Dianne Boswell O'Brien,72
Funeral service will be at I p.m. Thursday, Oct. 22, 2015 at
Smithland United Methodist Church. Burial will follow in
Smithland Cemetery.

•Shoe Sensation...

Keith "Keithy" Leach, 52, of Dexter, Kentucky, died Tuesday,
Oct. 20,2015 at his home.
He was born Sept. 3, 1963 in Murray.
He was a member of Dexter Church of Christ.
He was preceded in death by his parents, James and Prynthia
Cleaver Leach; a brother, Jimmy Leach and a nephew, Shannon
Leach.
Keithy is survived by two sisters, Linda Thorn and husband
Kenny of Dexter; Joyce Mathis and husband Don of Almo and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m., Friday, Oct. 23, 2015 at the
rmes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray. Burial will
follow at the Stewart Cemetery. Visitation will be from 11 a.m.
until the service hour on Friday, Oct. 23,2015 at the funeral home
Online condolences may be left at www.imesth.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, is in
charge of arrangements.

From Front

judge, you're looking for real
answers to the problems."
"I was chairman of the Mental
Health Board that eventually
became Four Rivers Behavioral
Health and I recognize that it's a
great
organization,"
said
Marshall County Attorney Jeff
Edwards. "However, the
employee turnover is high since
a lot of the employees turn to the
private sector seeking a pay
raise."
"Fundamentally,
it's
a
resource issue and we don't
have the resources." said
Calloway District Judge Randy
Hutchens. "I've met with Four
Rivers over the years to discuss
the issues and they don't keep
their promises of intake numwill run out and the government bers."
would have a dangerously small fisJameson stood by his prioritical cushion.
zation of mental health court as
"There is no margin for error," a rehabilitative measure.
Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew said
"I was on the board of the first
Wednesday at a conference sponsored mental health court in northern
by the Center for American Progress. Kentucky and it was very suc"After Nov. 3, we cannot borrow any cessful," said Jameson. "And if
more money. We will be operating on we can't make that specific proa cash basis. Some days we will have gram work, we're going to do
enough cash to pay our bills. Other something. It will be a priority."
days we won't. Going past Nov. 3 is
Hutchens and Edwards erred
irresponsible."
on the side of caution when it
The Ho, se on Wednesday passed, came to making promises in the
235-194, legislation by Rep. Tom face of a limited judicial budget.
McClintock, R-Calif., that would
"I review my counseling recrequire the government to pay its ommendations for my cases
creditors and Social Security benefi- weekly, but we have to focus on
ciaries first and exempt those pay- the resources available," said
ments from the debt limit if the gov- Hutchens. "There isn't even a
ernment runs out of cash. The idea is
to preserve the "full faith and credit"
of the government, even if there is a
MURRAY
fiscal standoff.•

House GOP floats debt limit alternatives
By ANDREW TAYLOR
Associated Press
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Washington is barreling toward a
deadline to raise the government's
borrowing cap and avert a first-ever
default on U.S. payments, but there's
no sign yet on Capitol Hill of a viable
solution.
Instead, the Republican-controlled
House is moving ahead on tea partyblessed legislation related to the debt
limit that has no chance of making it
through the Senate, much less of
being signed by President Barack
Obama.
Credit markets are already nervous
about the lack of progress as a Nov. 3
Treasury Department deadline looms.
That's when the government's ability
to use accounting steps to pay its bills
for veterans, Social Security recipients. federal employees and others

From Front

hang the banner, as required.
Shoe Sensation was asking the
board Wednesday to approve
temporary signage for advertising every two weeks throughout
the year, amounting to approving 26 different banners to be
used.
Dowdy said the permits allow
for temporary signage to be displayed 56 days during the year.
Store
manager
Davlyn
Johnson told the board that the
corporate office requires the
banners to be shown, some of
which can be as large as 10 X 12
feet in diameter.
"They like to be in unison
(with the other area stores),"
Johnson said. "I've been the
store manager for four months
and as far as I know there has
never been an issue up to this
point."
BZA Vice Chair Josh Vernon
asked Johnson if the windows which line the entire front of the
store - were tinted. It was suggested by the panel that perhaps
Four Rivers office in Marshall she could hang the banners from
County; the mental health court the inside.
Dowdy said if she hung the
that Jamie is suggesting is never
banners from the inside, it
going to happen.
would be in compliance.
"I requested a juvenile drug
"We do have tinted windows;
court at the beginning of my you
wouldn't be able to see the
term but Frankfort cut the find- banner," Johnson said.
ing and it continued to be cut for
Dowdy asked the board to
the next three or four years," consider the businesses in town
Hutchens continued. "I've before making a motion.
"The problem you must conlooked to create a veterans and
mental health court but the fund- sider is what is the domino
effect for every business?" she
ing isn't there."
said."We could not approve this
Jameson continued to argue
inhouse."
that rehabilitation is the focus
She did refer to a 2002 case
but recognized the importance that came before the board when
of practicality with the other Lowe's asked for a dimensional
candidates, "What resources variance for an additional wall
you have available, that's what sign, in which a banner would
be put up on a permanent basis
you have to go with."
to
advertise installation specials.
The candidates' understanding
of the significance of addressing This request was accepted by
mental health and substance the board at that time.
Dowdy suggested to the board
abuse issues is evident.
that they could pass or deny the
"Mental health combined with
request or they could table the
substance issues are the biggest discussion.
problem we have in the criminal
"We'd have to get the dimenportion of our court," admitted sions on the building. What
Edwards.
square footage versus the addiThe prioritization of these tion of the banner to see if that
issues was stressed by each of would put them over(the alloted
the candidates with practicality amount of signage)?" Dowdy
caught in the crosshairs said.
-(Tabling the decision) would
throughout the evening.
be an opportunity to get the
The three candidates will con- exact dimensions."
tinue to campaign for the circuit
Unanimously, the board chose
judge position in the remaining
weeks before the Nov. 3 election.

•Dems, judge ...

Keith `Keithy' Leach
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to table the discussion until the
next meeting.
The board also heard a dimensional variance request made by
Harris Real Estate and Auction,
112 N. 12th St., Murray.
business was asking to allow an
additional wall sign to be permitted on the front of the business.
The board approved that
request.
•
The board also heard two residential cases Wednesday as
well.
The first request was to allow
the placement of a recreational
vehicle in a side yard at 1711
Keenland Drive. The board did
not approve this request, citing
two property owners were not in
favor of the variance.
Vernon said he did not vote for
the measure as there was adequate space in the back yard for
the 23-foot recreational vehicle.
The last request was made for
a conditional-use permit to
allow four non-related persons
to live at 1610 Sunset Drive.
The owners, Kendall and
Aimee Magana, are employed
by Campus Outreach - an organization that provides Bible study
and fellowship to Murray State
University students.
Kendall said he and his wife
were moving and he was
requesting students and staff
from Campus Outreach be permitted to live at the residence.
He said he and his wife had
lived there for nine years and
held Bible studies there oftea.
Two neighbors voiced their
objections. They cited concerns
about the R-2 single family residential zoning changing and
argued a zoning change for the
house would result in the neighborhood "not being quiet anymore."
passed the
The board
request
with condiMaganas'
permit
would
only be
tions. The
as
long
as
the
Maganas
good for
owned the property; only
Campus Outreach may use the
property; no street parking; and
no parties after 10 p.m.
The BZA meets the third
Wednesday of the month at 4:30
p.m. in City Hall.•
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- 035

- 0.17

Regions Financial .

9.04 • 0.17

......_.80.23 • 0.60

Sears Holding Corp

Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil

Ford Motor Co......

_15A1 + 0.03

General Electric ......

28.87 + 0.09

Time Warner

Amazon

555.77 - 5.11

0.63
71.10 -

US Bancorp...._......--.....41.10 -0.15
14286 - 5_18

Glaxo Smith Kline.-.._-_ 40.85 - 031
Wal-Mart

58.42 • 0.13

Goodyear llre & Rubber.....324 -OP

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (L-R):
Ron Arant Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071 ,
270.753.3366 1 800444.1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-500 p.m. M-F

MISS YOUR PAPER? Let in know as soon as poesibk so we can get one to you
or give you credit. Call (270)753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times (US1PS 308-700) • Murray Ledger & Times is.
member of the Associated Press, Kentucky Press Associadon and Southern
Newspapers Publishers Aasociation. The Associated Press is eitchndvely entitled
to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times.
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,
Oct. 23, 2015:
This year you feel as if you can
have whatever you want. Make
sure you know what exactfy you
desire. You don't want to get it
only to find out that you no
longer want what it. Go through
your wish list ASAP. Make it OK
to change some of your goals If
you are single, you could meet
Someone spectacular through a
friend. Whether this person is
The One wont matter. If you are
attached, be aware of the role of
your day-to-day interactions with
your sweetie. You can make
your relationship flow even more
smoothly. PISCES understands
you better than you realize.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Be aware of what is happening. You might not be thrilled
by what you think is coming
down the path. You could be
overwhelmed by certain feelings. Relating to others directly
will result in a strong reaction.
Try not to make any judgments.
Tonight: Be with a favorite person.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Try to schedule meetings and lunch for later in day. A
meeting easily could evolve into
a social happening. Invite your
immediate circle to TGIF. You
have a lot of energy invested in
opening up and understanding
where others come from.
Tonight: Only where the action
is.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Be aware of others'
attention and focus, which most
likely is on you. A supervisor
could be observing how you
handle yourself in various situations. Be yourself, but try to be
slightly less talkative. Your imagination takes you in a new direction. Tonight: Be more direct.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You have a different
perspective from those around
you. Trying to get confirmation
that others agree with you could
be impossible. You don't like to
be forced into anything, so don't
do the same to someone else.
Go with a unique experience.
Tonight: Be spontaneous.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** A close friend wants to
have some time with you. Make
it your pleasure. The people you
deal with during the day want
your full attention. Though you
might have a lot on your mind,

AM11110111110

stay focused on each individual.
Tonight: Know when to call it a

P.
!
CO

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Defer to others. They
demand to have things their
way, so let them. You have the
ability to make a difference in
someone's day You have the
ability to allow others to expenment in their new roles and provide any necessary feedback
they need. Tonight: A great possibility.

iCts
.80

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** You have a lot of ground to
cover, and you are determined
to accomplish what you want.
Try not to close down when you
don't get what you want. Stand
up to manipulation from a roommate or a loved one. Tonight:
Finish up a project before considering your plans.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your imagination takes
you down an unusual path, but
it's one that you will be delighted
with. Listen to a loved one or
dear fnend when making a decision. You might feel as if your
finances are not fluid enough.
Tonight: Be naughty and nice!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Fatigue could interfere
with your plans and ability to
achieve what you want. Your
sense of direction around your
home and domestic life will be a
major focus. A power play might
take you down a path you would
prefer not to go. Try to detach
and disengage. Tonight: Head
home.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You'll start a conversation, but you might not be up to
finishing it, as it could go on and
on. You also have other matters
on your mind, and you'll want to
delve into those thoughts. Let
others know that you have
something to do, and excuse
yourself. Tonight: Say "yes."

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Be aware of the costs of
your decisions and actions.
Someone could feel as if he or
she is being pushed past his or
her natural limits. Be open, and
let this person have more space,
even if you're not comfortable
with the distance. Tonight: Make
it your treat.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You might want to dive
into a situation or take the lead
in a heartfelt project. Note how
someone you care about closes
down on you. You cant change
this person's attitude, but you
can remain courteous. A friend
pulls you out of the doldrums.
Tonight: Let the weekend begin.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

CATCH IT IF YOU CAN: Jordan Belcher (FBI agent Carl Hanratty) supervises fellow agents, from second left, Adam Ellis,
Luke Dennis and Serenity Dunn as they aim their handguns during a scene in "Catch Me If You Can" that will continue at
the Playhouse in the Park tonight in Murray. The musical features shows at 7 tonight, as well as Friday and Saturday nights,
along with 2:30 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $12 adults, $11 seniors, $10 students 13 years and older and $9 for students 12
and under.

Beshear aims to prevent bullying in Kentucky
FRANKFORT - Gov. Steve
Beshear Tuesday called on lawmakers and Kentucky's future leaders to adopt new recommendations
for schools, public agencies and
communities to stop youth bullying.
Alongside members of the
Bullying
Youth
Kentucky
Prevention Task Force, Beshear
gave highlights of the group's 29page report, which gives four main
recommendations to reduce youth
bullying and to help foster safer,
harassment-free school environments.
Among the panel's recommendations, according to a state news
release, are:
n Adopt one statewide, formal
definition of bullying.
n Adopt evidence-based standards within all school districts to
promote a positive climate and culture.
n Support and invest in behavioral health counselors at the local

A:ssured
NEACE LUKENS

Otakte(A)/9

school level as a preventive measure.
n Establish and fund a sustainable state-level agency or office
that coordinates and supports community-driven efforts to promote
bullying prevention and commun
ity programs.
"By studying bullying, and by
recommending practices and policies to prevent and respond to it,
the panel is empowering students,
parents and school and community
leaders to root out intimidation and
harassment in our communities."
Beshear said. "I ask the lawmakers
who served on this task force and
their respective chambers to work
with our next Governor,our school
districts, community leaders and
public health officials to implement these critical recommendations."
The task force, a 26-member
panel ,appclinted by Beshear, has
been Meeting for the past year,
hearing from safety experts and

discussing potential strategies to Beshear last year and urged him to
address the problem of youth bul- create the task force. Membership
on the task force included legislalying.
Cabinet for Health and Family tors and school, youth, safety and
Services(CHFS)Secretary Audrey community officials. The task
Tayse Haynes, who co-chaired the force also included a middlepanel with former Commissioner school student who experienced
of the Kentucky Department of bullying when she was younger.
Education (KDE) Terry Holliday, Eleven-year-old Morgan Guess said she is pleased that the task and her mother - participated on
force was able to recommend a the bullying prevention panel.
prevent
"It has been an honor for me to
of
layer
serve on this task force and I am
on strategies.
"We understand that while there grateful to Gov. Beshear for allowis no 'magic solution' to ending ing me the opportunity to represent
youth bullying, part of the solution Kentucky students," said Morgan
is simply raising awareness,' she Guess, of Paducah. "The last year
said. "Our panel heard many times has shown me that there are citithat adults had no idea about cer- zens all across Kentucky who are
tain bullying incidences until they committed to changing the culture
reached a crisis stage. We need of bullying and given me hope for
community leaders to keep speak- Kentucky's future. This is an
ing up about bullying prevention important start, but we have more
so that it is easier for others - espe- to do. I am corrunitted.to doing my
cially young people - to talk about part. I am counting on your commitment as well. All Kentucky stuit."
Holliday and Haynes wrote to dents are."•
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Army ROTC raises money for Disabled Veterans charity
Special to The Ledger
Murray State University's
Army and ROTC held their
sixth annual Best Racer
Competition and fundraiser
Thursday. Sept. 24 at Hamilton
field. Participants were able to
enter individually or in teams of
four, four male and six female
teams competed. To enter the
cost was $100 per team or $25
per person. The event raised
$1050, which was donated to
Disabled Americans Veterans
(DAV)charity.
MSU photo provided
This year's challenge consist- Competitors are shown during the recent Best Racer compeed of an obstacle course made tition at Hamilton Field on the Murray State University camup of 10 events. Before teams pus.
were able to start the course
they were shown 12 items for 30 a sled drag, a supply carry, a and five seconds and the female
seconds per item, which con- paintball shoot, a rope climb, a winners were Warrior Princess
testants would need to remem- tire-flip, a quarter mile run and with a time of 19 minutes and 35
ber and be able to list upon com- ended with a mud pit crawl.
seconds. "The obstacle course
pletion of the course. These
The male winners were broth- should have, taken at least 15
events included a push up and ers of Lambda Chi Alpha frater- minutes for a really experienced
sit up competition, a liter carry, nity with a time of 17 minutes team," said John Morabito.•
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1548 Whippoorwill
3 mo..
6 me.
1 yr.

Assured Neace Lukens, an Assureadrtners
company, would like to welcome the
employees and clients of
Insurance Center of Murray - Mayfield.

Check
Name
St. Add
City
State
Daytime

1300 Johnson Bouledrd
Murrx, io 42o '1
S
"
2

Remodel In-Process / Result Turn Key! Desirable property in Martin Heights. A 3 bedroom,2 bath with Master
bedroom/trey ceiling and Pella french door to deck,large master closet, large master bath with jet tub,
separate shower & double sink; large Great Room (vaulted ceiling), dining room with Pella french door to
deck, large fenced backyard and 2 car garage. Beautiful landscape and a must see at $219,000. r

4

Gerry Puckett - 278-978-0127
TAKE A TOUR! www.tiptoppropertiesmurray.com
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call

Nicki Peach
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
for all your
classified needs

I )1 ,I• I

\

Call

I

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

•

Kellie Messig
Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Manager

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

for all your
Circulation needs

•
ace An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledgei.COM
- or stop by
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270)
753-1927

NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUWTY
The Paducah Electrical Joint Apprenticeship &
Training Committee will be accepting applications for
apprenticeship on the first Friday of each month
between the hours of 800 am & 6 p.m. at the
PE.J.A.T.0 offices located at
2110 Shade Tree Dr Paducah, KY 42003

edger & Times
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MURRAYSTATE UNIVERSITY IS ACCEPTING
BIDS FROM QUALIFIED ROOFING
CONTRACTORS FOR THE HANCOCK
BIOLOGICAL STATION ROOF REPLACEMENT
PROJECT LOCATED AT 561 EMMA DRIVE,
MURRAY, KY 42071. THERE WILL BE A
PRE-BID CONFERENCE AT 10:00AM, OCTOBER
27, 2015 AT THE BIOLOGICAL STATION. BIDS
WILL OPEN NOVEMBER 3, 2015 AT 2:00PM AT
THE MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY GENERAL
SERVCES BUILDING. CONTRACOTORS MAY
RECEIVE A COPY OF THE BID
ADVERTISEMENT BY
CONTACTING BETH WARD 0 270-809-4762 OR
DELLA MARTIN 0 270-809-2703
020

020
Notice

Notice

Papa Smurf
Storage

FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
SATURDAY
DOWNTOWN
FARMERS
MARKET
CORNER OF
5TH & MAPLE
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
753-3187

chafity
umpkins,
Straw & Gourds
Wright Farms
2411onesSparkman Rd.
270-753-6835
270-227-22:9

1st Month free!
•New Climate Control
Available
.24;7 Surveillance
'Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978- 1.40(1 or
270-4. i1 )'

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first
insertion of their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion. Any error should be
reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
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Online or In Print
ec the Mu y
' Chk
Ledger & Times'roar all
sour updates!
1

Home Delivery
Local Mall
iCalkyanra)
3
1
3
6
1
$55.00
mo.
3105.00 6 yr..-----$105.98
1 yr.
1

1
1

MI Other Mail
Subscriptions
1
mo..-..-..-540.00 3 me.
3
1
6 mo..-.-$80.00 6 me
$120.01) 1 yr..-.-$145.00
1

1

Money Order

Visa

MJC

I Name
1
St. Address
I City
Zip

State

I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

ith Master
tub,
loor to
ret

TOIP
rtmak
mix

Rest of KY/1'N
put,ear & Buchanan)

I Check
1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

For online subscriptions go to:
murrayledger.com
I.

F't Spring Creek Health Care
SOLED NURSING & REHAB CENTER
Marray-Calloray County Hospital
Spring Creek Health Care Facility
State Registered Nursing Assistants
$12.00 per hour
Weekend Shifts
Spring Creek Health Care Skilled
Nursing and Rehab Facility in Murray,
Ky. have immediate openings for

State Registered Nursing Assistants
to work the weekend shifts. Hours are
7a.m.-7p.m. or 7p.m-7a.m. Saturday and
Sunday. The pay is $12.00 per hour
with no benefits.
This is a great opportunity for college
students or if you want to make extra
money. If you are someone who has a
passion for helping others
please apply on-line at
www.munayhospital
and click on employment opportunities.

Infinity Group Is hiring for
Assembly Workers &
Manufactures in Murray Area.
Are you an individual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product?
11 so, please email:
bsmith0int-grp.corn
or call 270-767-2518
Infinity Group is an equal opportunity employer.
Post offer drug screen and
background check required.

l

purimity
Eosoeuirlir

When accessing the
help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webPar at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this webute.
However, as a national
viebute. not all listings
on the jobnetwixt.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to prepare
income tax retums.
Seasonal employment,
if you would like to
work through the cold
winter months. We will
train. Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call
270-703-5733
270-703-1303
HIRING
NURSING
AIDS ALL SHIFTS.
6AM-2PM, 2PM-10PM,
10PM-6AM Apply in
person at Green Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
NEEDING LPN and
Med Tech for personal
care home. Part-time
or
full-time. Send
resumes to PO BOX
1040N.
TOMS GnIle now hinng
for kitchen staff and
experienced
cooks.
Apply within.
140

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
T'•

+1'

Articles
For Sie

Vacuum cleaners, bags
& hoses.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
ETHAN Allen Buffet
Hutch. $875 080. Lift
Chair $500 080. 270816-4912
180

your business!

ITRANSWORLD
MhosSilks•Awichists •Magma Acquisitions
Dean E. Cherry Managing Director-270-978-9946

Call NICK! PEACH
,
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
Houses For Rent
Motorcycle helmets,
ackets, boots, saddlebags Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield,KY

MOBILE home for rent
Nice, 2BR. No pets!
270-753-9866

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required.
270-753
4109.
2BR bnck. Off street
parking. New floor, new
AC unit. No pets.
$445/month. 270-2936070.
2BR, IBA duplex. 270753-0259

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

270-753-9456
1505 Ditisprid Drive
TDD 1444-545-is33 art 283

Straw $350/ bale
(270)753-4582, 270227-7352

Dunkin Donuts
is seeking a
Restaurant Manager
in Murray, KY! If you are
seeking a fast paced, fun
atmosphere, this would be a
great opportunity.
At least 2 years management
experience is required.
Please email all inquiries to:
bruce@teamdunkin.com

Residential & Commercial

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

Murray State
Dining Services is
hiring Part-Time,
Temporary Staff,
20-25 hraiwk.

SWIM:

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

Dunkin Donuts
now hiring for all shifts.
Looking for energetic and
friendly team members who
enjoy a fast paced
environment.
Please email all inquiries to:
bruce@teamdunkin.com

Some prior foodservice experience is required,
also ability to work flexible schedule.
$7.54/hr minimum,
more possible depending on experience
Send note of interest wiexperience and contact
information to: Denise Windsor,
101 Currie Center, Murray, KY 42071
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, WM,AA employer.
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BUYING, BUYING, BUYING I
"ATTENTION SENIORS"
Annual Open Enrollment begings
Wrecked, running and non-running I
October 15 thru December 7.
autos, battenes and all aluminum
I •My Specialty: Medicare Advantage, Medicare
Supplements,
and Part D drug plans.
e
KEY RECYCLING
For information contact
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH 1
Ron Sallin- Local Agent #512946
•
Phone 270-210-2533
27'0-759-9694
a-

Weitto Buy

ANTIQUE full size bed
$150.00. 6' wood display/storage unit with
five shelves. $50.00.
chifferobe.
Cedar
$50.00. 270-753-5310.
LOG splitter on trailer.
5'xl 0' HP. 15 ton, elec.
alternator.
start &
$750.00
270-227-1367.
SIDE by side refrigerator / freezer. Good condition. White - $300.
270-753-8744

tIMURRAY
STAYS UNIVOISITY

FLU

1

All applications en be accepted without regard to age,
race, religion, gender, or national origin. Each
applicant must meet all basic requirements to be
eligible for inteneiew. Requirements are : age 17 years
of age (18 at the time of acceptance), high school
graduate. GED or Associates Degree, Valid drtvers
license, birth certificate and pool of one full credit in
Algebra 1 Eligible applicants must also have 60 days
from date of application to supply required information.
Applicants will be selected for apprenticeship in order
of the ranking recieved from their interview session
For more information call 270-575-9646

& SERVICE DIRECT

DISCLAIMER

equai
6
.
Pia uotadoo•
opporkadty provider
...plover
wed

1BR, 1 1,2 blocks from
campus. 1 pet. $245 a
month, plus deposit.
References required.
270-492-8069
270970-8412

38R furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3E1R house central H/A,
appliances. Work shop
- storage building
$650/month. Hardin.
270-703-0549
HOUSE FOR RENT-on
Drive, 2
Cardinal
BR/1 Bath, All appliances incl. Stove,
Fridge, Washer, Dryer,
AC units. Water/Sewer
utility included, Big
Kitchen. Yearly lease
$565/month. 270-9782589.
Very nice 38R home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

Commerical Prop. For Rent

Storage Rentels

Double Shop Bay
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Corner of Ill S. & Gked

Au:..:.

u{. 5.

Work, Multi Purpose
Business
'Newly Remodeled
New Cornmercal
Compressor

HMO's & 10x15's
(2701436-2524

(270) 485-6122

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

Retail or Office
Space
109-B N. 3rd Street

*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hau)s.
753-9600.

640 S. 4th St &
Sunbury Cir.
wet* *Zak
In every unft,
lighting, mealy
remodeled.

270-7131-7557

1,100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red •
Bug-retail shop) ,

270-753-8964 '
3,700 square foot corn,
mercial building for
rent. $1,500 a month.
South 4th St. Murray,
KY. 270-759-4979 or
_
270-293-0251
380
Pets & Supplies
Obedience.
DOG
www glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Call Nicki Today
Let Me Advertise your...

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266

SMALL BUSINESS
OR
HOME FOR SALE

Hours:
Mon, - Fn
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

270-753-1916

LARGE 2BR, 2BA,
C/H, 1.5 blocks from
MSU.
plus
$465
deposit. References
required. pets ok with
additional deposit 270492-8069, 270-9708412.
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211
NICE 1BR, 1BA C.H.A.
Washer and dryer hook
up. 1 1/2 blocks from
1
campus.
pet.
References required.
$345 a month plus
deposit. 270-492-8069
270-970-8412
NICE
2
bedroom
Duplex, appliances NO
pets, 1 yr lease. 270227-7414
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO 0 711

HONOR OUR HEROES THIS VETERANS
Name:
Brandi of Service:
Number of Years Served:
Massage:
Same

Lase& Ouden
For Reed

1 ANDSCAPF

Y.

Payee:

Mae:

2BR, 1.5BA Town
house, no pets $550
270-293-5423.

$12 SINGLE SPACE
$18 DOUBLE SPACE

HAZEL. 38R, brick.
CM/A. 270-492-8528

DEADLINE:NOV 4 AT NOON PO Mom CO* Mum* KY
4207k.

Send payment
Nis

CLASSIFIEDS / YARDSALES
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AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

511R0 SALES
Let the Murray
Ledger & Times Run
you kuction ads
270-753-1916

FUTRELL'S

•ftemoval
*Stump Gnncling
Firewood
•Insured

-z-G0t111-G=GOM-G GONEABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION'S
Saturday, November 7th, At 10:00 A.M.
792 Tuckers Temple Rd - Maar Grand Revers, KY
From 1-24 At Exit 31 "Grand Rivers - Smithland Exit", Take Hwy 453 NW 1
Mile To Hometown Market "Hwy 2225, Jake Dukes Rd" Proceed NE 3.5
Mlles To The luka Baptist Church, Proceed NW On Vanhooser Rod 1 Mile
To Tract 4 .... At The Church Pickup Hwy 917, Tuckers Temple Rd North 1
Mile To Tracts 1, 2 & 3.Signa Posted! Or Along Hwy 62-641"Barkley Darn"
At Lake City "Knoths Bar-B-Clue" Take Hwy 917 North 5 Miles
luks Community - Livingston County, KY
Fronts Tucker Temple Rd And Venhooser Rd
Near The Cumberland River - Barkley & Kentucky Dams
: A
_
.
-1111" Ssi.
• 111M

In Four Tracts And In Combinations
AlFkira-oss/asissair — 0140,011W51177rEISlit
Woods - Hunting - Mini Farms
Grand Rivers Waterline Fronts AN Tracts
Selling With A New Certified Survey!!
-< jasray eposa-cam as Es-lcasrya FM' Mattes HsII >
10% Down Day Of Auction, Balance In 30 Days -

No Buyer's Premlurnli

CASH
JAMES
R.
wig
ESTATE BROKER Jac
AUCTIONEER & REAL
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
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'THE SELLING

RV
—

MACHINE'

(270) 489-2839

(270)

293-4020

AlESSOIALIIrlE

AlLICTICAP4

Saturday, October 24th, 10:00 A.M.
UVUIU1E1...113, SC 1E eirriUliCISCIF
Held On The Former Ford Richardson Tractor Dealership Lot
At The SE Edge Of iiayfieid At The Jct Of Hwy 806 The Rory 121 • 2104HWY121 SOUTH
Ark a a rm -weco am IF••G.WA C_ Ill1G 8-1-W-..
jamesrcash.com For Pictures & Derails

Very Alice Well Kept Items!!!

We have recent)/ MOVED to KY
We are downsizing in every area.
Men's, Women's, teen boys and gins
clothes, Some with tags. 'All Seasons'
Household and Garage items.
Large chest freezer, refrigerator, stationary
bicycle, Tupperware and Hutch.
We will be adding items daily.

Womens / Mens clothes, shoes, household and garage items, shelves and
tables, cd's, books, electronics.

UTV'S -MOWERS- SUPPORT ITEMS
Frontier F112120 Flex Wing Grooming Mower w/3 - T Decks • Woods 7144RD Turf
Batwing Mower, w/3 - 4'Decks • Overseecier 2075 By Redexim For Turtgrass •
Woods 3 Pt 5' PTO Rotary Cutter • JO MX6 3 Pt 6' Rotary Cutter w/Chaln Guards •
JD 8550 4X4 Gator, 404 Hrs, Dump Bed • JD 8500 4x4 Gater. 731 Hrs,Dump Bed •
Kawasaki Teryx "4" UTV. 92 Hours,"Loaded" • Cushman Truckster • Golf Carts
• Jacobsen GKIV Greensmower, 1450 Hrs • Jacobsen 3407 Fairway Mower, 1995
Hrs • Scag Turf Tiger Liquid Cool Zero Turn Mowers • Jacobsen Sand Rake, Gas,
w/Hyd Push Blade, 878 Hrs • Lesco 300 Gallon Wheel Cart Sprayer • Jake
Greensking IV wNerticut Units, 1101 Hrs • Turtco Topdresser • Greens Groomer
Brush • Ryan Sodcutter • Salt Dog Mounted Spreader • SDI Sprayer W/Briggs
6.5HP Engine, 12 Booms • Foley Reel Sharpener • Neckover Dual Tandem 20' Flat
Trailer • Poulan Pro Rear Tine Tiller • County Line 60" 3 Pt PTO Tiller • Walk Behind
Spreader • Backpack Blowers • Weedeaters - Generators • Snap-On 8 Drawer & 18
Drawer Tool Chest • Gott Cart Windshields . Crown Tee Markers • Rangeballs • Hot
Dog Machine • Wrought Iron Tables, Chairs • Miscellaneous Pro Shop item • Shop
Tools- Hand Tools • Power Tools - No Buyers Premium! SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

www.hillelectric.corn

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

&

Irrigation
Well Dri/llog
We//Pump Service
Resident/al &
Agriculture/
Chris Tucker

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyrnan services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

•

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
.4.11 Your Sepik Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
Whits Rock,

HOME and Office
cleaning. Reasonable
prices. Availability for
weekend and evening
cleanings. Call today
for a quote. 270-227005

Huge amount of items! .

10% Off Artificial Trees
Formally two years ago I was *teeing
yard sales at 702 Sycamore.

601 Broad Extended

Murray, KY
Frida; and Saturday

Conceptis SudoKu

27
93,
6
4

Alein
Aspects
cooni,

FRAME S
TREE
SERVICE

*emsenevrenenis
•fielti a Ka Drywall, Painting,
Tile, Rooting, Decks

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

,tht*awI#

iscount

•FtweEstireses
0114enot•sr el'Argries Let

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270)474-0323

270-436-59150

Sudoisu ix a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid wtth
several given numbers The object is to place the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.

SUDOKU

MAIM

8

By Dave Green
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10:00 A.M.
The Late Mr. Robert Barrett Collection

2500 MURRAY PARIS ROAD

Galli more Electrical Contractors, LLC

lames C.Sallimere
www.GECMURR AY.C0M

(270) 759-0890
Ca'It,e/117,"Fine Custom Cabinetry

Star Wars pinball machine, like new Craftsman 12 inch table saw, like new
Craftsman 12 inch bandsaw, I,ke new Troy Bill 10hp chipper, Milwaukee
router, Black & Decker belt sander. Spider Man doll, Barbie dolls, Space

179 Guthrie Rd. Paris, TN
814-312-4765
jim 0siiverwoodcabinetry.co m

Ranger Robot, remote control cars and trucks. Slot cars, model cars,
Nascar cars, Hot Wheels cars, Match Box cars, porcelain dolls, GI Joe men
parts, GI Joe army men, Troy BO 2 cycle tiller, Craftsman 1/3hp bench
grinder Craftsman 15" 12 speed 1)2hp drill press, large table vise, Ryobi

-All Wood Cabinets
-Kitchens
-Baths
-Soft-close Hardware
-Bookcases
-NO Particle Board
-Lifetime Warranty -Built-Ins, Etc.

nc wrenches, John Deere ratchets and sockets, other wrenches, sockets,

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

HAPPY FALL YALL

David 270-227-1106

GARY W.DICK

ELECTRIC

ADULT

Licensed &
Insured

Make a Connection. Real People,
Flirty Chat Meet singles right now!
Call Uvelinks. Try it FREE. Call now.
1-888-979-2264.

270-293-3248

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Rif
Lawn Service
Fret. Eqiihrites
[Awl'h'entoral
fissured

Advertise your EVENT, PRODUCT,
AUCTION or RECRUIT an applicant
in this newspaper plus 85 other
newspapers in KY for only $250.
Save time and money by making
one call for all? For more information, contact the classified department of this newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821, email:
sparry@kypress.com
AUTOMOBILES

screw bins, 25Ibs scales, croquet set, rolling top desk, library table, Daisy

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

BB guns, 6' showcase, 3pt hitch spreader, 9 1/2' dual axle tilt trailer, one

•Asphalt Installabon

row cultivator, much more.

•Seal coabng & striping

Terms of auction: Full settlement day of auction with cash or good

'Licensed-Insured

For sale -- 1997 Chevy Camaro with
less than 8,000 actual miles. In mint
condition inside and out. Garage
kept, one-owner. Private seller.
Pictures at www.facebook/97chevroletcarnaro. $15,000 OBO. Car
stored in Central Kentucky. Call 502545-3713.

40 vrs expenpnce

EDUCATIONAL TRAINING

20 pcs of metal decorative fence, jack stands, Weatherhead bolt bin, (4)

check with proper ID. Lunch available..
Not responsible for accidents.

(270)759-0501

For MOM Information and your auction needs contact;

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license #2493 TN Firm #5815
270-435-4420
www darrellbeaneauctions com
Terry D Paschall KY BrokeriAuctioneer
TN Auctioneer license #6684 TN Firm #5816
480

11011% MN=
01.01191010T

2.6 Acres Lake Front
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
&
All
Driveways
Paved.
Walkways
$439,900
270-2934602

Auto Parts

USED TIRES

(KOSSQCICIS

haascaping
.Landscape design & maintenance
.Lawn care (mow,trim and leaf removal)
.Cleanup & outdoor projects

270-293-3406

14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
190

Striping
t.ra‘cl-Dirt-Sand
IlitS1I R ‘‘ IS

•Yard Work
'Pressure Washing
44ome Repairs

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS from only $4397.00 MAKE & SAVE MONEY with your
own bandmill - Cut lumber any
dimension. In Stock ready to ship.
FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoociSawmills.com 1-800578-1363 ext. 300N

Gary 270-2274420
FOR SALE - MISCELLANEOUS

GARLANIt
RENTAL

*Trimming / tree
Removal
•Ucensed& Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733)

LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK FOR
SALE

OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR InogenOne - Regain Independence,
Enjoy Greater Mobility. NO more
Tanks! 100% Portable Long-Lasting
Battery. Try it RISK-FREE! For Cash
Buyers Call 1-800-998-1638
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UNITED PRODUCERS - OWENTON. SPECIAL COW SALE 10-2315,6:30PM. Approx. 150HD Cows
and Cow-Calf Pairs. Doyle Devers
502-803-0389; Phillip Douglas 502552-0688; Stockyards 502-484-5010

PAO `IOU
96.1*-16

MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE
MOBILE HOMES with acreage.
Ready to move in. Lots of room, 3Br
2Ba. Quick and easy owner financing (subject to credit approval). No
renters. 859-977-3970
SERVICES
DISH NETWORK - Get MORE for
LESS! Starting $19.99/ Month (for
12 months). PLUS bundle & Save.
(Fast Internet for $15 more/month.)
Call Now 1-800-417-8079.

I WOND
SEE A
ON T
DOL
BIL

DIVORCE WITH OR WITHOUT children $125.00. Includes name
change and properly settlement
agreement. SAVE hundreds. Fast
and easy. Call 1-888-733-7165, 24/7
TRUCK DRIVERS HELP WANTED

AIRLINES CAREERS - Get FAA
certified Aviation Maintenance training. Financial aid if qualified - Job
placement assistance. CALL now.
Aviation Institute of Maintenance
888-207-2053.

270-293-4256
•Handynian Services
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APPLY NOW! CDL Drivers in High
Demand! Get you CDL Training in
16 days at Truck America Training
and go to work! State WIA Grants
and VA Accepted. Tuition Financing
Available. 1st yr. avg. $38 - $40,000
per ATA (502)955-6388 or (866)2443644.

DU:
I
AN

BET
AUT

MOM

35 DRIVER TRAINEES NEEDED!
Learn to drive for Werner
Enterprises! Earn up to 42k first
Year! NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
Local CDL Training gets you job
ready ASAP! 1-877-243-1812.
AVERITT EXPRESS - Start Pay: 40
to 43S CPM + Fuel Bonus! Get
•
Home EVERY Week + Excellent
Benefits. CDL-A req. Recent
Tractor/Trailer School Grads
Welcome. Call Today: 888-602-7440
OR Apply 0 AverittDrivers.com
ECIEJAA including Veterans and
Disabled.

WA
MA

'If you've pt It we tan store it"
HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Fin,rocc
hritlandmr,t,

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity and 24/7 Surveillance

270-753-446'
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

293-7872
HOUSE 1 Acre, 30x40
shop, east of town,
$15,000 Needs work.
270-227-9484

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
pa.ing-Scalroating

ro

1.1esd Cars
Homes For Sae

New 2-4
bedroom homes in
Mtallele Estates
MG Pisa Property
Professionals

It

AILSqftiC§Bitathaitii

270-293-5949

Corvette hub caps, 10' alm step ladder, 6' aim step ladder, 4 ton floor jack,

Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which Makin it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrunina
non based on race color. religion, sex, handicap. familial status or national ongut or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or ducnnunabon.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors or
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept am
advertising Inc real estate which
a not in violation of ttw law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on at equal opportuty basis
or further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam,(793)fAg-1000
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reels, several tackle boxes w/tackle, fishing lures, shop vacuum, car ramps,

Housing

Mho*,Lawl *
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Zach 270-873-7700

www.sitverwoodcabinetry.com

tools, Murray self-propelled mower, catfish rod and reels, other rods and

Murray Ledger 4c nines Fair
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Answer to previous puzzle

Over 28 Years

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

PUBLIC AUCTION

Estate of Tommy and Mary Jo
Mitchell Estate 1 Yardsale
6702 Wadesboro Rd. Hardin Ky
Thursday- Friday-Saturday '
7-5

(on the court square)
50% off Childrens clothes
25% off Coats and clothes
25% off Car Seats
25% off Shoes
10% off Baby Furniture

Too Much to List!

J
RC'

'THE SELLING MACH/NE'

Friday and Saturday
7:00am till?

HILL SEPTIC

.JIAINIES R. CASH
----ii„--- Wes'AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER .
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466

Annual Multi Family Yard Sale
695 S. 9th St.

THE YARDSALE LADY
401 MAPLE STREET

Hill Electric

270-293-4406

TRACTORS - SKID STEER - FORKLIFTS 81 MORE
JD 5083E "Limited" velAFWD, 847 Hrs, Rr 6 Mid Remotes w/JD 563 Loader - JD
5095M w/MFWD, 1570 Hrs, Pwr Reverser, Turf Tires, Rear Remotes • JD 5200. 975
Hrs, Rear Remotes • Kubota L2800, 398 Hrs, 3 Point, PTO, Fri Wts • JD 313 Skid
Steer. 580 Hrs, Bucket - Fork Attachment • JD Worksite8P-72 Pro Hyd Brush Front
Sweeper • JD Worksite BL-613 -6' Front Blade w/Hyd Angie • Yale GLP050 Forklift,
LP Gas. 214 Hrs • Yale GLC050 Forklift, LP Gas • Mitsubishi FGC15 Forklift, LP Gas

bi

Garage Sale
1978 Chickory Dr. in Saratoga 2
Friday and Saturday
7:30 - 2:00

Name Brand clothing from infants to
adults, Lots and lots of bargains.

A.G.S. Well
P

Small house - BIG SALE
1716 Main Street
Thursday-Friday 9-3
Saturday9-4

TREE SERVICE
•Tnmming

1-978 Triumph Spitfire
43k miles. Very good
condition. Collector car.
Asking $8,000. 270293-9772

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

R.0 Roofing & fencing
All types of roofs and
and
fences.
New
repair. Prompt service,
16 years experience.
270-227-9555 or 731247-5349
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

HELP WANTED - SALES
EARN $500 A DAY: Insurance
Agents Needed • Leads, No Cold
Calls • Commissions Paid Daily •
Lifetime Renewals• Complete
Training• Health & Dental Insurance
• Life License Required. Call 1-888713-6020

CLASS A CDL FLATBED DRIVERS
'NEW 389 Petels 'Trucks set 0
70MPH.'Starling pay up to .41
CPM 'Health Ins. •401K Per Diem
Pay .Home Weekends. 800-6489915 or www.boydandsons.com
HOME WEEKENDS! $1,000 sign on
bonus. Regional flatbed. No tarp
freight. Excellent pay and benefits.
Owner/Ops welcome. Call 800-5545661, ext 331. envw.extransportjobs

P4
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Tea years ago
Pictured is Murray High senior
Haley Thomason as she volleys the
ball back over the net during First
Region Tournament semifinals
against Graves County, which the
Lady Tigers' won in two sets.
The owners of Southside
Shopping Center agreed to have
their worn sign down by the end of
the year - a move that earned much
praise from city planning officials.
Murray High head football coach
Lee Edwards is pictured with assistant coach Wayne Jackson as they
talk to the players after their loss
last week to Mayfield.
Former University of Kentucky
quarterback Derrick Ramsey is
shown signing a football before
speaking at the sixth annual Murray
Main Street membership meeting.
This weekend is Murray State
University's homecoming and a
group of Murray State students are
shown gathered for the annual
homecoming bonfire.
Twenty years ago
Bill McCarthy, Kenlake Foods
plant manager and campaign chair
for United Way, challenged his
employees that if they gave $25,000
he would kiss a pig. If they gave as
much as $28.000. the employees
could pick the spot to be kissed.
They did and he did in the plant
parking lot. McCarthy was nice
enough to bring 'Petunia a red rose
and a box of candy.
Murray Lions Club member Dave
Homback is pictured presenting a
signed game-ball for the upcoming
radio auction by Murray State
men's basketball coach Mark
Gottfried and Racer football coach
Houston Nutt.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is offering a new service to the families of Alzheimer's
sufferers. The department has
recently purchased a tracking
device designed for people who suffer from the disease.
Pictured are scenes from Kirksey
- Mavis Stone is enjoying the warm
weather and pitches a strike to her
grandson Dylan Fry. Ginny Morgan

is ringing up an order for a customer
at the Kirksey store and at the
Kirksey Feed Mill, Barney Tabers
and Richard Alexander find a
minute to exchange pleasantries as
well as business
Thirty years ago
Don Brock scored three goals and
his teammate Joey Reitmat provided three assists as the Murray High
soccer team eliminated Paducah St.
Mary from the regional playoffs 6I.
Pictured is Lions Club member
Howard Koenen as he announces
donated items up for bid during the
Murray Lions Club radio auction.
Dr C.C. Lowry is shown taking a
phone bid.
The World Friendship Club held
its first meeting of the new club
year at the home of Edith
Noffsinger. The club was organized
14 years ago by Noffsinger and
Gracie Erwin to allow internationals living in the community the
Opportunity to meet in American
home and get to know each other.
share culture experiences and promote friendship.
Forty years ago
A frame dwelling owned by
Kenneth Allen in the city of Murray
was leveled by fire of an unknown
origin last nite. Also,'a tobacco barn
and about 1700 sticks of tobacco on
the farm of George W. Dowdy of
Farmington was destroyed by fire.
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Marine will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Oct. 31.
Fifty years ago
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cook, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Grogan and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Bogard.
Sixty years ago
Mrs. Darrell Shoemaker has been
selected to serve as chairman of
Murray Teen-Town Organization.
Mrs. A.C. Koertner is secretarytreasurer.
Williams Radiator Service is now
located on Chestnut Street. John L.
Williams is the owner.

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. October 22,
the 295th day of 2015. There are
70 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On October 22. 196, in a
nationally broadcast address, President John F. Kennedy revealed
the presence of Soviet-built missile bases under construction in
Cuba and announced a quarantine
of all offensive military equipment being shipped to the Communist island nation.
On this date:
In 1746, Princeton University

was first chartered as the College
of New Jersey.
In 1797, French balloonist
Andre-Jacques Gamerin made the
first parachute descent, landing
safely from a height of about
3,000 feet over Paris.
In 1836,Sam Houston was inaugurated as the first constitutionally elected president of the Republic of Texas.
In 1883, the original Metropolitan Opera House in New York
held its grand opening with a performance of Gounod's "Faust."
In 1934, bank robber Charles

Nit comb, medicinal shampoo
are effective in treating lice
DEAR ABBY: My daughter has
been in a lesbian relationship for
14 years. They recently took me
to lunch and informed me that
her partner, 'Nicole.' is in the
process of transitiorung to a male.
Nicole has now legally changed
her name to "Nick" and has begun
hormone treatments. They have
been going to
counseling
for the past
six months.
Since
Nick
began
the
transition, I
have seen him
three times.
Last
week
when I was
visiting,
I
accidentally
called Nick
By Abigail
by the wrong
Van Buren
pronoun,
she instead o 'he" a couple of
times. I was either immediately
corrected or ignored until I realized I had used the wrong word.
It hurt my feelings.
After I got home I sent Nick
a text to apologize and explain
that it would take time for me to
get used to saying "Nick" and
referring to him as a he. I told
them their correcting me bothered
me. All weekend I could tell they
were irritated .with me, and I felt
it was uncalled for.
What do you say? Am I wrong
to feel hurt that they haven't given
me a chance to get used to the
new name? -- MARGARET IN
MISSISSIPPI
DEAR MARGARET: Adjusting to gender reassignment takes
time for all concerned. As your
letter illustrates, there are often
more people involved than the
individual making the change.
It seems only natural that you
would need some time to adjust.
However, it also seems to me that
you are being overly sensitive about
what happened. Your daughter and
her partner were right to correct

you for your slip of the tongue,
and it wasn't rude for them to
do so. How else is a person to
learn that a mistake was made if
it isn't pointed out?
DEAR ABBY: Recently, 12 of
us women from a retirement home
in Dayton were having lunch at
a local steakhouse. As we were
digging in our purses for money
and coupons, our server informed
us that we did not owe anything
for our bills! He said a gentleman who had been seated nearby had taken care of what we
owed. It seems the day we were
there was his late mother's birthday.
There are some very good people in this world. We want him
to know how very much we appreciated his kind gesture, and we
have pledged to "pay it forward"
whenever we can. -- BLESSED
IN OHIO
DEAR BLESSED: I don't
know who originated this saying,
but your letter certainly proves
the truth of it: A good deed is
like a pebble thrown into a pond.
its ripples continue ever outward.
Thank you for an upper of a letter.
DEAR ABBY: We were visiting our son and daughter-in-law
last weekend. When I had to use
the facilities downstairs, I told
her the hand towel was missing.
I had used that bathroom the day
before Guess what she said? "Well,
that's what pants are for."
Abby, she wasn't joking! We
see them only twice a year because
we live five hours away. Could
they be short of money or what?
Should I send her some hand towels? -- WET HANDS IN WISCONSIN
DEAR WET HANDS: By all
means. And don't forget a short,
sweet note thanking her for her
"hospitality.

DEAR DOCTOR K: A child
in my daughter's classroom has
head lice What do I need to do
if my daughter gets it?
DEAR READER: Lice -- the
visitor dreaded by parents everywhere .
Head lice are small insects that
infest hair on people's heads. A
single insect is called a 'louse."
The female
lays up to 100
eggs, or nits,
at a time. She
secretes
a
kind of glue
that attaches
the nits onto
strands
of
hair near the
scalp. Once
eggs
the
hatch, their
By
six legs allow
Dr. Anthony
them to grasp
Komaroff
and wander
between hairs. In their remaining
days or weeks of life, they feed
on human blood. They're sort of
like vampires, only much smaller. (I've put an illustration of a
louse on my website, AskDoctorK.com
You'll know to check your
daughter for lice if she is scratching her head often. If you think
your daughter has them, you may
want to check in with her pediatrician. Lice and their eggs are
often hard to see or distinguish
from dandruff or other material
caught in the hair.
With proper treatment, head
lice usually go away within about
two weeks. One option is to use
a special louse comb or nit comb
to remove lice and their eggs
from your daughter's hair. This
sometimes requires combing several times a week until no lice
are seen for two or more weeks.
It is possible through careful combing to remove all of the lice,
without using medicines to kill
them.
Your pediatrician may prescribe

Dr. Komaroff

a medicine called a pedicuhcide.
They are special insecticide products that are available over the
counter and by prescription in drugstores. Do not apply any other
kind of insecticide to your daughter's body or hair; other insecticides can be toxic if applied to
the skin.
Most pediculicides contain
chemicals called pyrethroids as
the active ingredient. These usually are applied as a shampoo,
then washed off about 10 minutes later. A second treatment is
often necessary about 10 days
later. When you wash off the
pediculicides from your daughter's hair, do it over the sink, not
in a shower or tub. That's because
you want to minimize splashing
the pediculicide on skin outside
the head. It's easier to control where
the rinse water goes in the sink.
Head lice are acquired by direct
contact with an infested person's
hair. It's unusual for head lice to
be transferred by shared combs.
brushes, hats or other hair accessories. Head lice are also not usually found on clothes, towels and
bed linens. Still, you may want
to change any items that were
recently in direct contact with
your daughter's hair and wash
them in hot water.
Head lice do not transmit infections. In other words, they are
not like the ticks or mosquitos
which carry bacteria or viruses
that can infect humans.
Finally, despite what many people believe, head lice are neither
caused by, nor are a sign of, poor
hygiene or housekeeping. They're
just something a person (usually
a child) can pick up -- and something you can cure.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Hanard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.corn, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)
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"Pretty Boy" Floyd was shot to
death by federal agents and local
police at a farm near East Liverpool, Ohio.
In 1979, the U.S. government
allowed the deposed Shah of Iran
to travel to New York for medical treatment — a decision that
precipitated the Iran hostage crisis.
In 1986, President Ronald Reagan signed into law sweeping taxoverhaul legislation.
Ten years ago: Hurricane Wilma
punished Mexico's Caribbean
coastline for a second day.
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Heioise

on a solid surface, but don't use this on carpet!
— Heloise
STORING GUILTS
Dear Helobe: My neighbor has a lot of quilts
she would like to store. Is there a safe and sure
way she can store them? — Nancy, via email
Yes, there is, and I hope my readers take heed
and follow this advice if they have keepsake quilts.
I have some from both of my grandmothers and
treasure them.
Here are some hints to use: If storing them 'a
length of time, they. should be clean. Store in :a
cool, dry, dark place - NOT the attic or basement.
Don't fold the quilt; creases are not good. Lay the
quilt flat and try to roll it like a bedroll. You can
use a new foam pool noodle to roll it. Tie loosely with a ribbon, and the quilt will be crease-free.
A good way to store/ quilts is on top (or under
the covers) of an extra bed. This keeps the quilts
flat, no folds, out of light, plus at a constant temperature. — Heloise
THE BRUSHOFF
Dear Heloise: I keep an old toothbrush next to
my dish drainer or kitchen sink. It's handy for
cleaning out the filter cups for my coffee maker,
getting into tough spots in my dishwasher or cleaning the lid on my coffee mug where coffee builds
up. — Carole F., Lake Wales, Fla.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or
email it to Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer
your letter personally but will use the best hints
received in my column.
(c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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I SAW ELVIS(
Dear Heloise: I hope you
got to see the letter I sent. I
put the new commemorative
ELVIS FOREVER STAMP on
it for you! — Shirley F., Bryan,
Ohio
Shirley, 1 did, and by the
way, I do see a big chunk of
by
the mail, email andfaxes. Please
don't think your comments and
suggestions don't get to me! Yes,
my staff may go through the bunch and minimize
the duplicates, but they do not keep anything from
me. Very often, I pick up a mail tray, handful of
faxes and entails, and go through all of them (uncensored) while watching TV. 1 love your comments,
readers! Please share your thoughts: I care.
Thank you for the Elvis Forever Stamp! I saw
one of his last concerts, Aug. 12, 1976, here in
San Antonio at the San Antonio Arena, now defunct.
Elvis Presley died Aug. 16, 1977.
FOREVER STAMPS are just that — the): can be
used FOREVER, regardless of the postage of a
first-class letter in the future. Do note: This is for
up to ONE ounce of weight. — Heloise
PS.: Tupelo, Mississippi, is Elvis' birthplace and
a charming town to visit. I spoke at the library
about green hints and visited with folks. It was a
wonderful time!
SPILLED POUSH
Dear Heloise: A nail technician showed me how
to clean up spilled nail polish. While still wet, she
sprinkled a bunch of sugar over the spill. After
five to 10 seconds, she wiped it up with a paper
towel. — Allison W., Arlington, Texas
Allison, great hint! I tested it, and it works well
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R,ORHAM PARK, NJ. —
Tom Brady has no plans to retire
anytime soon.
That means the AFC East —
and the rest of the NFL, for that
matter — might have to deal with
the New England Patriots quarterback for a while longer.
"I'd like to play a long time,
yeah, a long time," Brady said
during a conference call with New
York Jets reporters Wednesday.
"There's a lot that goes into
playing well. I've played with a
lot of great teammates, but I want
to play for a long time. Maybe 10
more years. I think that's probably
what my goal is."
When asked if he was being
serious about playing another decade, Brady insisted that is definitely his plan.
"Well, it's not always up to
me," he acknowledged. 'That's
what my goals are, so that's just
what I'm hoping. And it will take
a lot to achieve that. Obviously, a
team has to want you, but I think
that's, you know, I love playing
this sport. I love making a commitment to my teammates and my
coaches,and hopefully I can do it
for a long time."
The 38-year-old Brady has
shown no signs of slowing down.
He's tied for second in the
league with 14 touchdown passes while throwing just one interception. His 1,699 yards passing
rank him fifth in the NFL,and he
is completing 70.6 percent of his
passes.
"It's a great mark, there's no
doubt about it," be said."To complete 70 percent is hard to do. but

The Associated Press

ST. LOUIS — The last two
games,Todd Gurley has 305 yards
rushing. Just wait, St. Louis Rams
coach Jeff Fisher says, till the
rookie is 100 percent.
The 10th pick of the draft appears ahead of schedule coming
off left knee surgery that cut short
his final college season at Georgia.
He's wearing a brace in games to
protect the knee, but that hasn't
been a hindrance, judging from
the production.
"I mean,I'm fine," Gurley said
after practice Wednesday. "I'm
pretty sure 100 percent of the guys
in the NFL are not 100 percent and
I've been doing fine so far. Just got
to stay on top of things."
In a conference call with reporters in Cleveland, this week's
opponent, Gurley said he can do
everything he could before getting
hurt. He said there was plenty of
room for improvement across the
board.

Gurley rolling for Rams

I would say it may reflect on the
quarterback. but to me,it really reflects on the entire offense because
it's just, you've got to spread it
around to different people."
Brady's Patriots (5-0) take on
the AFC East-rival Jets (4-1) on
Sunday at MetLife Stadium. New
England has the second-ranked
overall offense, while New York
boasts the No. I overall defense.
"They're loaded with players
and that's, I think, why they're
tops in the league in basically
every category that you look at,"
Brady said. "So it's a big challenge, and hopefully we can nail
things down by the time the game
kicks off Sunday."

Patriots' Brady says
he wants to play
'10 more years'

David King
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ALCS:TORONTO 7, KANSAS CITY I

GameDay

ter fastball command," said Estrada, who gave up three runs in the
opener. "That was the key to this
game."
Toronto is try lug to become
just the 13th team to rally and
win among 80 who trailed 3-1 in
best-of-seven postseason series.
It has happened four of 17 times
in the LCS. including when the
Royals bounced back against the
Blue Jays in 1985 en route to Kansas City's only World Series title.
In this year's best-of-five Division
Series, Toronto fell behind 0-2,
then won three straight against
Texas.
Before 49,325 roaring fans,
Chris Colabello's solo homer
into the left-field seats in the second gave Estrada a lead. It was
the only mistake by Volquez, the
Game 1 winner.
Estrada didn't make a miscue
until Salvador Perez homered
with two outs in the eighth. Estrada retired his first nine batters.
ending at fur Alcides Escobar's
record streak of leading off playoff games wift hits.
Escobar, it'ho entered 9 for 15
(.600), got Kansas City's first hit
when he opened the fourth with
a ground single past a diving Tulowitzki.
Zobrist promptly grounded
into a double play to second baseman Ryan (ioins.
"He was really good today,"
Escobar said. "He threw the ball
down,down and away, down and
in. He didn't miss many pitches
today."
Kansas City had no other runners until Cain walked with two
outs in the seventh. Price was up
in the bullpen, but Estrada got
Eric Hosmer to fly out.
Volquez allowed just two singles after Colabello connected but
lost the strike zone in the sixth.
Ben Revere led off with a walk
and Volquez hit Josh Donaldson
ss ith the first pitch. In August,
Volquei hit Donaldson in a test) game that included a benches clearing serum.
He then walked Jose Bautista
in a 10-pitch at-hat on a knuckle
curse that looked to get a piece of
the plate.
"I thought the pitch to Bautista was definitely a strike." Royals
manager Ned Yost said.
Yost shouted from the dugout
for Perez to appeal to first base on
hall four, thinking Bautista may
have swung. But it was too loud in
the closed-roof stadium for Perez
to hear.
"We were trying to get their
attention to gethim to appeal it,"
Yost said. "I don't know if he was
arguing the pitch, I don't know'
what he was talking about."
Encarnacion walked on another pitch that upset Volquez and
Yost. Volquez turned his back to
plate umpire Dan lassogna as Revere jogged home for a 2-0 lead. It
was his last batter.
"When you lose your fastball
command, it's hard for the umpire to give you the close pitches,"
Volquez said.
Herrera relieved and struck out
Colabello. With the crowd chanting "Tu-lo!
Tulowitzki
sent a drive to the center-field
wall, sending fans into a towel-waving frenzy.
Bautista and Donaldson had
consecutive doubles off Danny
Duffy in the seventh to make it
6-0, and Kevin Pillar doubled in a
run in the eighth.•
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TORONTO — Marco Estrada took the mound with one task:
save the season for the Toronto
Blue Jays.
He did it, pitching one-hit hall
into the eighth inning to izi‘e Toronto's tattered bullpen a rest, and
the Blue Jays beat the Kansas City
Royals 7-1 Wednesday to close to
3-2 in the best-of-seven American
League Championship Series.
"It's the start that we needed,"
shortstop Troy Tulowitzki said.
"They're a great team over there.
We know that. But this guy kept
them off balance and allowed the
offense to settle in and get some
runs."
Tulowitzki provided three of
those runs. He broke the game
open with a bases-clearing double off Kelvin Herrera in the
sixth, giving him seven RBIs in
the series. Edwin Encarnacion
had walked with the bases loaded against Edinson Volquez, who
seemed flustered by a couple of
close calls against the Royals.
Kansas City totaled 22 runs
and 30 hits in the first two games
in Toronto. but Estrada faced the
minimum 20 batters before Lorenzo Cain walked with two outs in
the seventh. Closer Roberto Osuna was perfect in the ninth.
Yordano Ventura will start for
the defending AL champions on
Friday in Game 6 against David
Price,the Game 2 loser.
Estrada, a 32-year-old freeagent to be, kept the bullpen door
closed for most of the afternoon,
a day after Kansas City romped
14-2 in a game that saw infielder Cliff Pennington pitch in the
ninth.
"This time around I had.a bet-

The Associated Press

Blue Jays survive
elimination vs. KC
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KHSAA BOYS SOCCER REGION 1 TOURNAMENT

boys that if they get back one or
two goals, don't be scared. Keep
on doing what you're doing and
get the flow back on.They did that
in the second half and we scored
two goals and we ended up with
the win."
Three yellow cards were assessed to McCracken County in a
chippy first half, but an aggressive
Laker front couldn't convert past
midfield for an equalizer before
the half.
Forced to long range shots all
first half, the second half would
prove an entirely different story
for Calloway County. They hadn't
been shut out all season and they
weren't about to end that streak.
Brian Wilhelm's 38th goal of the
season (a school record by far)

sailed in for the equalizer just
three minutes into the final frame.
"I told them we needed to get
a goal quick in the second half,"
Walandro said. "That's where the
momentum changed to our side.
Brian finished and it was beautiful. He took a longer pass than he
expected to take."
McCracken County possessed
the ball a bit sharper in the second
half,yet it still remained a back and
fourth contest. Ethan Vasterling,
Will benson and Holland Tetrev
jammed up the center defensively
throughout the half, as hesitation
continued to penalize the Mustangs in their shot attempts. Jacob
Smith threatened from the right
baseline on numerous occasions,
but was held short of converting

like being down and coming back
in the second half, getting momentum then getting the winning
goal."
Davenports strike from the
right corner proved to be the
game-winner,as the Mustangs fell
in the 1st Region championship

Calloway County goalkeeper Aaron Dawson control the ball
against McCracken County's Jaxson Allard during the Region 1 Tournament championship match in Paducah. The
Lakers defeated the Mustangs 2-1.

any of his shots on goal. Finally,
with 14 minutes left to decide a
region champion,a tense fan base
perked up when Ty Stom fed Ty
Davenport on a perfect ball to put
the Lakers ahead 2-1.
"I found a gap in the back and
Ty Stom hit me on a good trap.
I just saw it," Davenport said.
"We're used to being down. We

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
The Calloway County boys soccer team celebrates its Region 1 Tournament championship after defeating McCracken County 2-1
Wednesday in Paducah.

At long last: Lakers overcome
Mustangs for Region 1 title
When first year head coach
Alex Walandro took the field for
Calloway County in their season
opener back in August. his Calloway County Lakers were predicted merely as a young team with
a bright future, with little regard
from the surrounding 1st Region
opponents as a team ofthe present.
With every successive win, the
Lakers kept knocking down their
goals and with them, the doubters. Finally, after a defensive duel
for the ages against McCracken
County Wednesday night, the
Lakers dusted off the finger prints
of 1999 and vanquished a 16 year
championship drought, hoisting
the 1st Region championship trophy after defeating the Mustangs
2-1.
Walandro is also getting used
to his new title...the 1st Region
coach of the year.
"It feels awesome. I'm glad
I have this great group of young
boys. But I wanted to thank McCracken for the great fight that
they put up tonight. These boys
did it from the beginning," Walandro said.
Predicted to be a shoot out,
the match was a defensive battle
from the beginning. With nervous
feet and anxious minds, the Lakers were forced to their defensive
third for much of first half. The
Lakers threw the first punches.
outshooting the Mustangs eight
to two in the first half, but McCracken County had the shot that
mattered most. Goalkeeper Aaron Dawson was solid once again
with seven saveshut there wasn't
much he could do about the one he
missed in the 11th minute. A foul
in the box gave Jeremy Latham
a PK, converting it past a diving
Dawson bra 1-0 lead. The Lakers
had to shake off the cobwebs early
with their backs against the wall,
but it was going to take more than
one goal to win the championship
match.
"During the week, I told the

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times

That was circumstantial, but they are
who we thought they were. If we're
going to be more than a team that
just beats the teams we're supposed
to, then we have to find a way to dig
deeper," he said.
With a young line, a new-found
rushing attack and a talented receiving corps primed for redemption,the
Lakers' main focus continues to rely
on offense.
"Defensively we feel very solid. Our concern is all phases of the
game,and where we need it the most,
is still offense. We've ben able to
run it against some teams, but sometimes it's dictated by who is lining up
across from you. We're not there yet.
We haven't arrived," Garrison said.
Dareios Stribling continues to be
a positive for the Lakers. In just three
games, the freshman running back
has totaled 240 yards rushing to lead
the team on the season. Chandler
Cain continues to throttle the ground
attack with 177 yards rushing, but it
will take the rest of the offense going
in the right direction to see further
team success.
"You never know what the time-

"like that. Now we have to keep on
working extra hard to keep on winning," Walandro said.
The Lakers will play at the home
field of the 2nd Region winner next
Monday night in the sub-state round,
where they look to advance to the
KHSAA State Tournament for the
first time in school history. Henderson and Madisonville-North Hopkins battle in the Region 2 Tournament championship match at 6 p.m.
today. III

line is going to be on a process like
that, but Dareios is finally seeing
himself as a varsity running back and
not seeing himself as a freshman. Dareios is a bright spot. but we've got to
have all guys improving and going in
the right direction as a team," Garrison said.
Jeramaiah Malone continues to
be a top receiving threat, looking for
a bounce-back performance behind
the arm of Stetson, but an 0-8 Logan
County team looking for its first victory in 31 games (a state record for
futility) will not go down without a
fight. The Cougars are currently one
of four winless teams rethaining in
class 4A.Quarterback Robert Dancer
is a predominant rusher unless forced
otherwise, so Chandler Cain. Colby
Culver, Colton Cox and the rest of
the Laker defensive line will be busy
on the ground more often than not.
With no other dominant offensive
threat to watch, the Lakers will roll
into Friday night with the idea that a
victory would be their most important yet, securing home field in the
first round of the Class 4A playoffs.
Though it may be in increments,
this team is seeing significant progress. Kickoff is set for 7 p.m. in
Russellville at Logan County High
School.•

Calloway's County's Jeramaiah Malone runs with the ball against Ohio
County on Aug. 21 in Beaver Dam.

a score of 2-1 for the second straight
year.
Calloway County has now won
II in a row and their 19-3-0 record
serves as a best in school history.
Walandro knows the target on their
back only grows with each win.
"The target gets bigger and bigger everytime you keep on winning

County, his highest quarterback
rating all season and, if receivers Peyton Glyn, Ethan Clark
and Malik Britt continue their
strong work, defenses can expect similar problems from the
air from Hodge's offense.
Everyone knows, though.
that Murray High has been a
rushing team all season long.
Andrew Pajor was hardly needed-last week, but still leads the
team with 556 yards. Miles is
next with 461 yards this season,
with Isaiah Tucker not far behind at 365.
Ballard is coming off a difDONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & limes
ficult matchup with the district leader Mayfield, but has Murray High's Jordan Boyd attempts to tackle a Webster
put up huge numbers offen- County ballcarrier last Friday at Ty Holland Stadium.
sively throughout the season,
including a 61-point outburst
We can't allow the big play.
"I think it's a different Balagainst Vienna-Goreville out lard team," Hodge said. "They We've got to make them drive
of Illinois. The only other win have maybe a little bit tougher on us. They like to throw deep
'that might raise any eyebrows schedule this year. They played and we need to prevent that
would be the 26-22 victory Mayfield a lot better than peo- and play fast early. If we allow
over Marshall County back in ple thought they would. They them to get ahead, it's tough in
September.
play hard. I noticed on film that any district game to play catch
Hodge knows that a fast start they play really sound, respon- up. We have to come out early,
for the green gang on its home sible football. They don't turn it start fast and finish strong."
turf would be a worst-case sce- over that much and teams like
Kickoff is set for 7 p.m. at
nario for,the Tigers, allowing that can cause some problems LaCenter.•
Ballard to establish confidence. for us.
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Calloway County
School District

The Lakers became
Region 1 Tournament
champions Wednesday,
when CCHS knocked
off McCracken County
2-1 in the title match in
Paducah.

Wilhelm has 37 goals
in 2015, a single-season
record for Calloway
County.

the Lakers defeated
Paducah St. Mary 6-1
in the semifinal round
of the Region 1 Tournament on Monday at
McCracken County
High School.

Brian Wilhelm scored
his Calloway County
kicked in a goal as
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MSU's match against
Tennessee Tech on
Sunday, Stevens scored
the match-winning
goal and also had an
assist on the first goal
scored by Murray State.

Stevens also had an assist on the match-winning goal against the
Eagles, on top of scoring a goal of her own.

on Saturday.

Taylor Stevens won
her third straight Ohio
Valley Conference
Defensive Player of
the Week award, a new
MSU record, by helping
lead the Racers to their
third straight shutout
against Morehead State
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Mallary France Soccer
Complex.

Murray High hosts
Graves County in the
Region 1 Tournament
championship match
at 6 p.m. today at the

Grogan leads the Lady
Tigers with 46 points
this season (25 goals,
21 assists).

Lydia Grogan scored a
pair of goals as Murray
High defeated St. Mary
8-0 in the semifinals of
the Region I Tournatnent Tuesday at home.

,olthe

his first playoff win since 2001. for
Cleveland at Seattle. The 14 years.
12 days between postseason victories for the 42-year-old right-hander
snapped the major league record of
exactly 14 years for Milt Wilcox,
according to STATS.
Colon, who made 31 starts this
season, replaced rookie Steven
Matz with two out in the fifth and
runners on first and second. He
struck out Kris Bryant swinging on
a 3-2 pitch, preserving New York's
6-1 lead.
Bryant hit a two-run homer in
the eighth, but it was way too late
for Chicago in its first appearance
in the NLCS in 12 years. The Cubs
shut out Pittsburgh in the wild-card
game and eliminated rival St. Louis
in the division series, but were unable to mount much of a challenge
against the Mets' talented pitching
staff.•
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Lydia

tion how they want for the World
Series. Jacob deGrom,Matt Harvey
and Noah Syndergaard will all be
on full rest, and then some.
Right when it looked as if his
historic streak was coming to an
end, Murphy connected for a tworun drive to center against Fernando
Rodney in the eighth inning. The
second baseman raised his right arm
as he rounded first after his seventh
homer of the playoffs — the string
includes a shot in the deciding
Game 5 of the Division Series at
Dodger Stadium last week.
Murphy, who was tied with Carlos Beltran for the postseason homer
streak, finished with four hits and
batted .529(9 for 17)in the series.
Duda doubled twice and d'Arnand also homered as the Mets won
their fifth pennant. Bartolo Colon
pitched 11-3 scoreless innings for

can now set up their imposing rota-

WEEK

was overmatched.
"They didn't give us — they did
not let us up for air at any point,"
Maddon said."Their domination of
the early part of the game and their
pitching was impressive."
When Dexter Fowler looked at a
called third strike for the final out,
Jeurys Familia dropped to his knees
in front of the mound and then
hopped up for a hug from catcher
Travis d'Arhaud. They were soon
joined by the rest of their jubilant
teammates in the infield grass.
A small,but vocal group of New
York fans behind the visiting dugout then chanted "Let's go, Mets!
Let's go, Mets!" Long after the
team had moved its celebration to
the cramped visiting clubhouse at
Wrigley, the fans continued with
chants of "Four more wins! Four
more wins!"
By wrapping it up fast, the Mets

ATH

Not this time. Not with New
York's array of power arms, and
Murky swinging a hot stick that
made him the NLCS MVP.
Manager Terry Collins'team advanced to the World Series for the
first time since the Mets lost to the
crosstown Yankees in five games in
2000. They will play at either Toronto or Kansas City in Game 1 on
Tuesday night — the Royals lead
3-2 in the ALCS.
But the first big question for
New York is the health of center
fielder Yoenis Cespedes, who left
in the second inning with soreness
in his left shoulder. Any health issue
for the slugger could be a big factor
in the next round.
The Cubs, meanwhile, still haven't won the crown since 1908.
Manager Joe Maddon's wild-card
bunch surged into this series, but

4.

the

CHICAGO
— One final,
charmed swing by Daniel Murphy,
and the New York Mets finished a
playoff sweep of the Chicago Cubs.
A new generation of Amazins is
heading to the World Series.
Murphy homered for a record
sixth consecutive postseason game,
and the Mets brushed aside the
Cubs 8-3 Wednesday night,capping
a National League Championship
Series in which New York never
trailed.
"I can't explain it. It's such a
blessing to contribute to what we've
been able to do," he said.
Lucas Duda hit a three-run homer in the first inning and a tworun double in the second at Wrigley
Field, silencing a crowd of 42,227
desperately hoping for the beginning of an epic comeback in Game

The Associated Press

•See Page 7

With their most difficult defeat
behind them, Garrison believes that
the Lakers have yet to arrive as a
finished product, that the best is yet
to come. Amidst last week's disappointment, the Lakers have picked
up the pieces and expect to get right
back on track this week when they
close out Class 4A 1st District play
on the road against a hungry Cougar squad and a familiar face in the
area,head coach Steve Duncan, who
served as head skipper at Murray
High from 2008-2013.
"We know that they're searching
for their first win in a long time. I
know Coach Duncan is there and we
know that mentally and spiritually
they are prepped and ready to break
out at some point. Having said that,
we're not taking them for granted.
We want to finish this with another
district win," Garrison said.
The Lakers defense had allowed
just 57 points during their winning streak and Garrison even saw
glimpses of improvement against
Hopkinsville.
"Defensively, when you look at
and break down the film and you
look and see what we did, we had
them stumped for three quarters of
the game. They scored four of their
touchdowns in a five-minute stretch.

KICKOFF: 7 p.m. Fnday at Russellville.
COACHES: Calloway County, Mickey Damson (4-4, first season), Logan County, Steve Duncan (0-18,
second season at Logan County, 63-34, eighth season overall).
THIS SEASON: Calloway County, 4-4 overall, 2-1 Class 4,1 District 1; Logan County,0-8 overall,0-3 Class
4A District 1
LAST WEFX Calloway County lost at Class 4A fourth-ranked Hoplunsville, 37-0; Logan County lost at
Madisonville-North Hopkins, 41-0.
LAST MEETING: No games since 1998.
POINTS SCORED-ALLOWED: Calloway County. 209-192; Logan County, 51-300.
TOTAL YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Calloway County, 2,096-2,163; Logan County, not available.
RUSHING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Calloway County, 545-1,100; Logan County, not available.
PASSING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Calloway County, 1,551-1,063; Logan County, not available.
RUSHERS (Att-Yds.-TD): Calloway County (Dareios Stnbling, 29-240-3; Chandler Cain, 61-177-5; Cody
On, 12-59-0; Ben Yong, 10-62-1; Nick Manning, 9-14-0; Jacob Bellah, 4-13-1; Jacob Friedrich, 2-10-0:
Brady Schaaf, 2-7-0; Aaron Rioter. 1-1-0; Jeramaiah Malone, 3-(minus 1)-0; Cole Stetson, 37-(minus 62)2). Logan County (not available).
PASSERS (Cmg.-AK-Yds.-TD-Int): Calloway County (Cole Stetson, 96-204-1,480-15-7) Logan County
(not available).
RECEIVERS (Roc.-Yds.-TD): Calloway County (Jeramaiah Malone, 37-641-3; Jacob Fnednch, 27-326-2;
Cody On, 11-185-1; Kevin Robertson, 10-198-6; Jacob Bellah, 5-28-0; Raymond Perez, 4-27-3; Drums
Stribling, 3-56-0; Chandler Cain, 1-19-0). Logan County (not available).
DEFENDERS (TacIdes-kit-FR): Calloway County (Colby Culver, 52-0-2; Colton Cox, 43-0-2; Chandler
Cain, 39-0-1; Josh Efinger, 37-0-2; Jacob Bellah, 32-3-0; Nick Manning, 31-2-1; Adam Grosz, 30-0-0;
Jeramaiah Malone, 28-5-0; Jordan Norsworthy. 23-1-0; Jacob Fnednch, 20-4-2; Aaron Rister, 18-0-0; Ire
Daniel, 16-0-0; Raymond Perez, 11-1-1, Gage Phillips, 8-0-0; Ben Yong, 8-0-0; Cody Orr, 4-1-1; Dareios
Stribling, 3-0-0; Dylan Bell, 2-0-0; Bryce Chester. 2-0-0; Jordan Higgins, 2-0-0; Aaron Rogers, 2-0-0; Johnny Bennett, 1-0-0; Sean Ellis, 1-0-0; Robert Franco, 1-0-0; Hunter Harness, 1-0-0; Jorge Nunez, 1-0-0;
Jameson Owen, 1-0-0: Gabe Walker, 1-0-0; Kevin Robertson 0-0-1) Logan County (not available)

CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS AT LOGAN COUNTY COUGARS

If one thing has been verified in
the last two months of football, it's
this: The Calloway County Lakers
are a brotherhood. They were brothers during their four-game winning
streak and they will continue to bond
after the streak came to an end last
Friday.
There's no easy way to put it, the
Lakers had the wind knocked out of
them against a dominant Hopkinsvine offense. A game once filled with
promise and potential, the Lakers
came away disappointed and empty
handed in their toughest loss of the
season at the hands of the Tigers by
a 37-0 score, but they're not going to
-let it tear the fabric of the team. Cole
Stetson, dominant through the air all
season, was held to a season-low 41
yards passing against Hopkinsville.
Still, the Lakers have made immense improvement in less than
a year, posting a 4-4 record at this
point with a golden opportunity to
move back above .500 for the season
Friday at Logan County.
However, as head coach Mickey Garrison said, "every once in a
while, you have to have your head
knocked off and be humbled a little
bit."

BY BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

201 S. third St., 11utro., KY • 271)-7)-i-2111 •
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Calloway County's
Cody Orr (1) runs
with the ball during
a non-district game
this season at Ohio
County.
DUSTIN BRATCHER
/ Special to the Ledge

Mets sweep Cubs en route to CCHS brotherhood looking to
berth in 2015 World Series rebound against Logan County
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2A 1st District play on Friday.
looking to nurture a new winning
streak. The last time these two
teams met,the Bombers were 5-1,
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This year, they'll expect the

Murray.
same approach on the road from

Stadium in

but that didn't prevent Murray
doubling the score- 42Bombers flew into Ty Holland
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senior quarterback Andrew Burton

fifth-year head coach John Elliot,

Sports Editor

BY JEFF ARENZ

2

bring an explosive running game

creasingly tougher portion of their

Murray State Racers know an in-

Coming off their bye week, the

and the rest of the Bombers, who

mation.

schedule looms during the final five

generated from a pistol-wing forThe Tigers are aware of their

State (5-1 overall, 3-0 Ohio Valley),

Jacksonville

13th-rated Eastern Kentucky (4-2,

top-ranked
game winning streak against the

3-0), Eastern Illinois (3-3, 3-0), UT

FCS

weeks of the regular season.

Bombers, dating back to Sept. 21

Murray High currently rides a 13-

recent matchup history as well.

2001, when they lost 18-0, but the

Martin (4-2, 3-1) and Tennessee

"The coaches tell us to take it one

State(3-3,0-3) all remain on MSU's

game at a time and, really, one day

a regard for history, focusing on
themselves primarily.
The Bomber defense resembles
formations of recent history for
Ballard, featuring a 4-4 defense
with the occasional 4-2 and 6-2

at a time. We just need to come out

team mindset continues to negate

looks to create mismatches for the
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NCAA FOOTBALL

ters, if we expect to win at UT Mar-

"We need to play a full four quar-

ball together.

tin," MSU quarterback Humphries

not really worried about what's hap-

each day and perfect our craft. We're

pened in years past. We have to able

•
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back Jarrod Neal, who has throw

100 yards in consecutive games. He

game after rushing for more than

ing to be there right with them."

out and do the same thing. We're go-

play fast, but we're going to come

game opens up the pass game and
vice versa," Humphries said. "It's a
nice luxury to have the weapons that
we have on the ground and through
the air. By getting the ball to each
one of those guys, we know that are
capable of scoring on any play."
Humphries and crew are rested
and ready to meet the Skyhawks
with full intensity.
"We just had to shake it off,"
Humphries said about last year's loss
to UT Martin."Those guys are physical. They are going to be big and

"They always say that the run

yards in the ground.

yards. Nick Taylor has added 272

leads the MSU run game with 453

for nearly 1,500 yards and 17 touch-

"UT Martin has a pretty good

downs this season.

athan Jackson said."We're not going

quarterback," Racers linebacker Jon-

to focus on the task at hand."

have a fast start, but we also need to

said. "I think it would be great to

hawks). Like last week, we'll just go

change too much(to defend the Sky-

On Saturday, the Racers begin

be able to finish the game fast.That's

their second-half grind with a league

contest at UT Martin. Kickoff for

week, starting fast and keeping that

one thing we are preaching this

back to the fundamentals that we did

Graham Stadium.

in practice."

this OVC game is set for 2 p.m. at

intensity high throughout the game."

passes this season, has not thrown

TD

Murray State, which last played

11

The 62-38 drubbing the Sky-

Oct. 10, whdn it defeated Austin

has

hawks put on the Racers last season

games. He has run for four TDs,two

a touchdown strike in his last two

"It happens, but we're still put-

of which came against Austin Peay.

Humphries, who

at Roy Stewart Stadium is a distant

have had two weeks to prepare for

Peay 34-18 at Roy Stewart Stadium,

"It's a lot offun to play UT Martin

the Skyhawks.

memory for Murray State.

and Coach Jason Simpson," MSU

up

ting up points," Humphries said.

basic fundamentals, clean

"Last week, we tried to get back

to

Mitch Stewart said.

line, why not go ahead and tun it in.

"If we have the ball on the 1-yard-

head coach

"There have been some high-scor-

and resting for this long stretch that

some things while saving our legs

We're just trying to get points. 1 will
score points any way I can,if it leads

Roman Clay enters Saturday's

to a win."
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RACERS,TIGERS &
LAKERS!

GOOD LUCK

opposed by 1UT Martin quarter-

Murray State's defense will be

said.

were about to go on." Humphries

also been some low-scoring close

Racers

ing, lopsided games. But there have

Humphries knows the

games."

need to put a full 60 minutes offoot-

KICKOFF: 2 p.m. Saturday at Graham Stadium in Martin, Tenn.
COACHES: Murray State, Mitch Stewart (2-4 overall, first season); UT Martin, Jason Simpson (62-47
overall, 10th season).
THIS SEASON: Murray State, 2-4 overall, 1-2 Ohio Valley Conference; UT Martin, 4-2 overall, 3-1 Ohio
Valley Conference.
LAST WEEK: Murray State was idle; UT Martin defeated Austin Peay 44-14 at Governors Stadium in
Clarksville, Tenn.
LAST MEETING: In 2014, UT Martin defeated Murray State 62-38 at Roy Stewart Stadium.
POINTS SCORED-ALLOWED: Murray State, 171-197; UT Martin, 219-179.
TOTAL YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray State, 2,935-2,872; UT Martin, 2,562-2,206,
RUSHING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray State, 818-1,188; UT Martin,980-1,164.
PASSING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray State. 2,117-1,684; UT Martin, 1,582-1,042.
RUSHERS (Att.-Yds.-TD): Murray State (Roman Clay, 86-453-5; Nick Taylor, 48-272-1; RD Humphries,
52-78-4; Jesse Blackburn, 1-31-0; Marcus Holliday, 5-15-0; Chris White, 2-0-0; TEAM,1-(minus 1)-0; Pokey Harris, 1-(minus 1)-0; Jeremy Harness, 1-(minus 10)-0; Paul Rice, 1-(minus 19)0). UT Martin (Trent
Garland, 61-295-3 Ladevin Fair, 46-217-1; Jarod Neal, 24-122-0; Jairniee Bowe, 30-114-2; Natee Ray,
20-114-1; Preston Baker, 17-81-1; Ty Brown, 5-27-0; Taylor Higgason, 1-23-0; Troy Cook, 3-21-0; Wilfred
Taylor, 1-11-0; William Tanner, 1-(minus 8)4 TEAM,11-(minus 37)-0).
PASSERS (Cmp.-Att-Yds.-TD-Int.): Murray State(RD Humphries, 193-291-2,115-11-5; Houston Hartz,
1-2-2-0-0). UT Martin (Jarred Neal, 121-195-1,473-17-3; Troy Cook, 11-16-109-1-0).
RECEIVERS (Rec.-Yds.-TD): Murray State (Jeremy Harness, 50-680-3; Paul Rice, 48-446-1; Janawski
Davis, 27-343-5; Jesse Blackburn, 17-195-0; Roman Clay, 12-84-0; Dominique Ithymes. 10-141-0; Nick
Taylor, 9-53-1; Drew Rutland, 7-47-0; Zach Shipley, 5-6-0; Pokey Haut, 4-84-1; Mitch Stutts, 3-184
Jordon Gandy;-2-20-0). UT Martin (Rod Wright, 36-528-7; Ceylon Weathers, 31-353-5; William Tanner,
20-285-3; Ladevin Fair, 10-84-0; James Ratliff, 6-18-0; Najee Ray, 5-91-0; Brett Thompson, 5-48-0; Ben
Mine,4-18-0; Trent Garland, 3-21-0; Taylor Higgason, 2-50-1; Corey Rogers, 2-17-0; Jaimiee Bowe, 2-90; Preston Baker, 1-28-0; Tyler Eddings, 1-13-0; Rodarius Houston, 1-7-1; Malcolm Faciane, 1-6-1; Kyle
Kerrick, 1-4-0; Wilfred Taylor, 1-2-0).
DEFENDERS (Tackles-Sacks-Int.-FR): Murray State (Toby Omli, 43-0-0-0; Jonathan Jackson, 39-1-0-0;
DeOuinten Spraggins, 39-0-1-0; Joey Cicona, 38-1-0-2; Jalen Ham
n, 28-2-0-1; Marquez Sanford,
27-0-0-0; DeAndre Cooper, 25-0-1-0; St. Pierre Anilus, 24-1-0-0; Zach lean. 23-2-0-0; Demetrius Mason,
20-1/2-0-1; Dylan Boone, 21-0-0-1; Bishop Woods, 19-1/2-0-1; Elijah Daniel, 17-2 1/2-0-1; Bernard Thomas, 16-0-0-0; D'Montre Wade, 14-0-0-0; Shawn Samuels-Connell, 14-0-1-0; Thomas Chapman,9-1/2-0-0;
Lamont Crtttendon, 7-0-0-0; Demetric Johnson,6-0-0-1; Quincy Williams, 5-0-0-0; Ethon Felton, 4-0-0-0;
John Morris, 3-0-0-0; Doug McWhorter, 2-0-0-0; Silas Owens, 2-0-0-1; Cohn Frickey, 2-0-0-0; Warren
Conway,2-0-0-0; John Welsh, 2-0-0-0; T-Ray Malone,2-0-0-0; Kendarian Jennings,2-0-0-0; lath Shipley,
1-0-0-0; Carson Grettenlosmp, 1-0-0-0; Zan Ellington, 1-0-0-0; Roman Clay, 1-0-0-0; Pokey Harris, 1-0-00; Paul Rice, 1-0-0-0; Cedric Jones, 1-0-0-0; Rashad Johnson, 1-0-0-0; Was Drewery, 1-0-0-0); UT Martin
(James Gilleylen, 36-0-1-0; Terrious Triplett, 33-1-1-1; Damani Taylor, 32-4 1/2-0-0; Kevin Prather, Jr, 322
1/2-0-0; Marquis Clemons, 29-0-0-0; Walter Evans, 23-1-0-0; Jordan Landry, 23-0-1-0; Kahlid Nagens,
21-0-0-0; Caleb Counce,21-0-0-0; Jay Murphy, 18-1/2-0-0; Julian Thompson-Clay, 16-1-0-0; Keith Jones,
16-1-0-0; Deantae Glover, 13-0-0-0; Garrett Wall, 12-0-0-0; Tae Martin, 12-1-0-0; Justin Jackson, 11-0-00; Parrish Huddleston, 11-0-0-0; Aaron Simms, 1(1-0-0-0; Ervin Alston, 8-0-0-0; Tyler Sweeden, 5-2-0-0;
Jeremy Pyles,6-1/2-0-0; D.J. Simmons,6-0-04, James Cotton,6-0-0-0; Trey Warren, 5-0-0-0; Mike Turner, 5-0+0; Rakeem Battle, 5-0-0-0; Trent Garland, 4-0-0-0; Taino Fears-Perez, 4-1-0-0; Porter Streator,
4-0-0-0; Nick Dance,4-0-0-0; Logan Burns,3-0-0-0; Jaquille White, 3-0-0-0; James Rodin,2-0-0-0; Najee
Ray, 2-0-0-0; Tavarluos Cleaves, 2-0-0-0; had. Larson, 2-0-0-0; Mitch Mersman, 1-0-0-0; Garrett Vincent,
1-0-0-0; Jackson Rocklin, 1-0-0-0).

MURRAY STATE RACERS AT UT MARTIN SKYHAINKS

linebacker Jonathan Jackson said.

coming up in the schedule," Racers

"We have all of the big games

slate.

opposition, as well as stacking the
box and forcing teams to throw.
Last year it didn't matter as the
while holding the Ballard to 25

Tigers rushed for nearly 300 yards

As quarterback Des'Jahvonni

yards of total offense.
Miles has proven recently, he can
adapt to pretty much any tactic

7 passes against Webster

thrown at him. Miles completed
6 of his

•See Page 7

KICKOFF: 7 p.m. Friday at Barlow.
COACHES: Murray High, Keith Hodge (14-8, second season at Murray High; 32-14, fourth season overall); Ballard Memorial, John Elliott (30-21. fifth season at Ballard Memorial; 59-65, 12th season overall).
THIS SEASON: Murray High, 5-3 overall, 1-1 Class 2A District 1, ranked seventh in Class 2A; Ballard
Memorial, 4-3 overall, 1-1 Class 2A District 1.
LAST WEEK: Murray High defeated Webster County 49-6 at Ty Holland Stadium; Ballard Memorial lost at
Class 2A top-ranked Mayfield 42-19.
LAST MEETING: In 2014, Murray High defeated Ballard Memorial 42-21 ally Holland Stadium.
POINTS SCORED-ALLOWED: Murray High, 249-121; Ballard Memonal, 195-181.
TOTAL YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray High, 2,706-1,513, Ballard Memorial, not available.
RUSHING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray High, 1,976-653; Ballard Memorial, not available_
PASSING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray High, 730-860; Ballard Memorial, not available.
RUSHERS (Att.-Yds.-TD): Murray High (Andrew Paler, 89-556-3; Des'Jahvonni Miles, 88-461-9; Isaiah
Tucker, 48-365-4; Malik Britt. 15-123-1; Casey Wilson-Ward, 11-86-0; Peyton Glynn, 10-85-2; Sam Palmer,
10-74-1, Michael Parks, 13-47-1; Jordan Boyd, 2-44-0; J.D. Cashion, 7-32-0; Victor Hudspeth, 3-9-0; John
Seargent, 5-2-1; Ire Hornbuckle, 1-2-1; John O'Brien 1-0-0). Ballard Memorial (not available).
PASSERS (Cmp.-Att.-Yds-TD-Int): Murray High (Des'Jahvonni Miles, 37-78-653.8-3; John Seargent,
0-1-0-0-1). Ballard Memorial (not available).
RECEIVERS (Rec.-Yds.-TD): Murray High (Ethan Clark, 10-82-0; Malik Britt, 8-240-1; Isaiah Tucker,
5-150-1; Andrew Pajor, 5-27-0; Peyton Glynn, 4-94-3; Jumonte McClure, 4-40-2, Jordan Boyd, 1-20-1).
Ballard Memorial (not available).
DEFENDERS (Tackles-Int-FR): Murray High (Tre Hornbuckle, 45-0-3; Andrew Pala, 41-0; Chase Irvin, 29-0-2; Jeremhy Matthews, 24-0; C.J. Dickerson, 23-0-3; John O'Brien, 16-1; Ethan Clark, 15-2-3:
Des'Jahvonni Miles, 14-0; Jordan Boyd, 13-0; Jumonte McClure, 12-1-1: Malik Britt, 11-4-1; Isaiah Tucker,
10-2; Victor Hudspeth,8-0; Trent Jones,8-1; Logan Lorenz,8-0; Michael Behrens,5-0; Jonathan HIlbrecht,
5-0; Kernon Isbell, 5-1; Matthew McCormick. 4-0; Jacob Jones, 4-0-1; Sam Palmer, 4-0; ID. Casinos,
3-0; Michael Parks, 3-0-, Cody Arquitt, 2-0; Peyton Glynn, 2-0; Matthew Harper, 2-0; Hunter Holt 2-0; John
Seargent, 2-0; Tuff Wheeler, 2-0; Austin Wilson, 2-0; Matt D'Elia, 1-0; John Farmer, 1-0; Graham Lyell, 1-0;
Beau Osborne, 1-0; Reed York, 1-0; RaVichael Strickland, 1-0; Mason Green, 0-0-1, Julian Lane, 0431.
Zach Livingston, 0-0-1). Ballard Memorial (not available).

MURRAY HIGH TIGERS AT BALLARD MEMORIAL BOMBERS

21 on October 3, 2014 - when the

High from

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Matt D'Elia watches his field goal attempt against Webster County last Friday at Ty
Holland Stadium.

Tigers hit the road, seeking Racers closing season with
victory at Ballard Memorial strong slate of competition
Sports Reporter

BY BRYCE RUDD
The Murray High Tigers (5-3)
bounced back off their bye week
convincingly last Friday when
Webster County came to town.
After a 49-6 dispatching of the
Trojans on Senior Night to send
the Tiger seniors off on a highnote, the Tigers now turn their focus to the road, where they'll have
to be sharp against Ballard Memorial and Paducah Tilghman if they
want to wrap up the regular season
on a crisp note. Head coach Keith
Hodge is fully aware that taking it
one game at a time is the key as
the final few chapters of the regular season unfold.
"I think it's hard for any program to do that and not want to
look ahead. I feel like we've really
focused on what Ballard Memorial likes to do. We've been watching film in practice every day and
I think the players are starting to
understand that we're going to
get everyone's best game so we
have to learn how to match that,"
Hodge said.
First, the Tigers have to worry
about an upstart Ballard Bombers
squad(4-3)as they close out Class

Cypress Springs
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Friday, Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

LAST WEEKEND OF THE SEASON!
Closed Weekdays

NOW SERVING FROG LEGS!!!!
270-436-5496

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 1 It
www.cyprettliaprIngareaOrt.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

